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Abstract

With the development of the high-energy photon sources in extreme ultraviolet (XUV)
and X-ray regime, the control of the inner-shell hole dynamics becomes possible. This
thesis focuses on the theoretical studies of light-induced hole dynamics. We proposes two
time resolved spectroscopies based on the hole transitions between different atomic shells:
the XUV-assisted high-harmonic generation (HHG) spectroscopy and Stimulation of
a Transition in the Remaining Ion for a Detuned Electron Recoil (STRIDER). Both
of the works are treated with 1D time-dependent configuration interaction singles
(TDCIS) calculation.

In the XUV-assisted HHG spectroscopy, an additional XUV field, that coupling the
two different shells is applied with a strong infrared (IR) field which drives HHG. We
show that the resonant XUV field, an isolated attosecond pulse or an attosecond pulse
train, can lead to excitation of inner-shell electrons and to the generation of a second
HHG plateau. XUV-assisted HHG spectrum reveals the duration of the semi-classical
electron trajectories. The results are interpreted by the strong-field approximation
(SFA). Moreover, the coherent population transfer between inner and outer hole with
attosecond pulse trains is discussed with the use of an attosecond pulse train.

In STRIDER method, an atom is ionized by an attosecond pump pulse in the presence
of two coherent XUV or X-ray probe fields. The probe fields are tuned to a core-
valence transition in the residual ion and induce spectral shearing of the photoelectron
distributions. We show that the photoelectron-ion coincidence signal contains an
interference pattern that depends on the temporal structure of the attosecond pump
pulse and the stimulated core-valence transition using a neon atom. With the many-
body perturbation theory, the behavior for the stimulation to the inner-core hole
(2p� 1s) shows less response time than the stimulation to outer-core hole (2p� 2s).
We stress the application of STRIDER to pulse characterization and the decay of the
inner-core hole does not affect the usefulness.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Entwicklung von kurzwelligen Lichtquellen im Spektralbereich von extremen ul-
travioletter (XUV) und Röntgenstrahlung ermöglicht die Kontrolle von dynamischen
Prozessen von Rumpfelektronen. Diese Arbeit beinhaltet theoretische Studien von
diesen lichtinduzierten dynamischen Prozessen von Rumpfelektronen und Löchern in
den inneren Elektronenschalen. Wir entwickeln zwei verschieden zeitaufgelöste spek-
troskopische Methoden, die auf elektronischen Übergängen zwischen elektronischen
Rumpfschalen und Valenzschalen basieren: Höhere Harmonische Generierung (HHG),
die durch Rumpfanregungen mit XUV Pulsen modifiziert wird (XUV assistierende
HHG), sowie die sogenannte STRIDER Methode - „Stimulation of a Transition in the
Remaining Ion for Detuned Electron Recoil (STRIDER), in der Photoelektronen Spek-
troskopie durch stimulierte Rumpfanregungen in den verbleibenden Ionen studiert wird.
Beide Prozesse werde mithilfe eines eindimensionalen Atommodells studiert und mit der
zeitabhängiger Konfigurationswechselwirkungsmethode mit einfachen Elektronen-Loch
Anregungen (time-dependent configuration interaction singles - TDCIS) beschrieben.

In der XUV assistierenden HHG Spektroskopie wird zusätzlich zu dem starken infrarot
(IR) Laserpuls, der den HHG Prozess antreibt, ein XUV Puls angewandt, der den HHG
Prozess durch die Anregung von Elektronen von Rumpf- in das freiwerdende Valenzloch
modifiziert. Wir zeigen dass für die Fälle von einem resonanten, monochromen XUV
Feld, für einen isolierten Attosekundenpuls, sowie für einen Zug von Attosekundenpulsen,
eine Rumpfanregung während des HHG Prozesses stattfindet und ein zweites HHG
Plateau entsteht. Das XUV induzierte zweite HHG Plateau gibt Aufschluss über die
Dauer der Elektronentrajektorie des HHG Prozesses, der durch das IR Feld getrieben
wird. Die Resultate werden mithilfe der Starkfeldnäherung (Strong-field approximation
- SFA) interpretiert. Im Falle von periodischer Anwendung von Attosekundenpulsen
(Pulszüge) diskutieren wir zusätzlich auch den kohärenten Transfer von Elektronen aus
den Rumpf- in die Valenzschale.

In der STRIDER Methode wird ein Valenzelektron eines Atoms durch einen Attose-
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kundenpuls ionisiert, bei gleichzeitiger Anwendung zweier XUV oder Röntgen Kontroll-
feldes. Die Frequenz der kohärenten Kontrollfelder ist mit einer Rump-Valenzanregung
des Atoms abgestimmt und jeweils etwas höher und niedriger als der resonante Über-
gang eingestellt. Das verbleibende / fehlende Energiequantum wird bei der resonanten
Rumpfanregung dann auf das Photoelektron übertragen und dessen Spektrum wird
verändert („Shearing“ des Photoelektronspektrums). Wir zeigen, dass das in Koinzidenz
mit dem verbleibenden Ion gemessene Photoelektronspektrum ein Interferenzmuster
aufweist, das von dem zeitlichen Verlauf des Attosekundenpulses abhängt. Als Beispiel
betrachten wir Rumpf-Valenz Anregungen in Neon. Dabei, kann die zeitliche Struktur
des Attosekundenpulses mit Genauigkeit einer der Methode intrinsischen Reaktionszeit
rekonstruiert werden. Für den realistischen Fall dreidimensionaler Atome wenden wir
Vielteilchenstörungstheorie (Many-body perturbation theory) an und stellen dabei fest,
dass sich im Falle von Neon für eine resonante Rumpf-Valenz Anregung von 1s nach
2p eine deutlich kleinere Reaktionszeit als für 2s-2p ergibt. Die kurze Lebensdauer der
1s Vakanz beeinträchtigt die Methode überraschenderweise nicht. Die Anwendungen
von STRIDER zur Charakterisierung von Attosekundepulsen werden diskutiert.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Laser sources

Since the invention in 1960 by Theodore H. Maiman as well as the basic theoretical
work by Charles Hard Townes and Arthur Leonard Schawlow, lasers have had a huge
impact on science and are widely applied in many areas from physics, chemistry and
biology to medical uses. Lasers are coherent lights based on the stimulated emission
of electromagnetic radiation. The spatial coherent property of a laser allows it to
be focused to a tiny spot so that it can reach high intensity and to have a stable
phase over a great distance. The temporal coherent property leads to a highly stable
monochromatic light.
The first laser was a visible red light with the intensity in the kW~cm�2 scale

and pulse duration in the microsecond regime. Afterwards, lasers with different
frequencies ranging from visible light to infrared (IR) light were invented. For more
broad applications, there are many progress on decreasing of the laser pulse duration,
increasing the laser peak intensity, and extending the frequency to other ranges.
To make pulses shorter, the technique of mode-locking [1], which induces a fixed-
phase relationship between the longitudinal modes of the laser’s resonant cavity, was
introduced in the mid 60s and developed continuously afterwards. However, a short
pulse requires large bandwidth, which leads to high peak powers and causes damage to
the laser material through some nonlinear processes. With the technique of chirped
pulse amplification (CPA) developed in the mid 1980s [2], the peak intensity can
reach 1014kW~cm2, which corresponds to the same order of the electric field felt by an
electron in an atom. The setup of CPA is shown in Fig. 1.1, a stretcher in the time
domain is used in order to lower the peak intensity before the amplifier and then a
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compressor is used to compress the amplified pulse to extremely high intensity with
its initial duration. The principle of the stretcher and the compressor is based on the
optical devices dispersion which can control the optical dispersion – the time delay of
different spectral components. Therefore, the limitation of the pulse intensity is related
to its accessible duration. With CPA, the peak intensity can reach 1014kW~cm2, which
corresponds to the same order of the electric field felt by an electron in an atom, with
several femtosecond (fs, 10�15 s) few-cycle duration. Ultrafast dynamics and strong
field physics are associated to each other.

To produce a pulse in attosecond (as, 10�18 s) time scale, which is the time scale for
electron dynamics in atoms and molecules, higher frequency such as extreme ultraviolet
(XUV) or X-ray is needed because this time scale is already shorter than the period
of IR and visible light. However, the traditional way to produce an optical laser is
unfeasible for the XUV or X-ray because of the lack of material for the mirror used
in the resonant cavity to reflect the light at these frequency regime. One way to
produce tabletop XUV laser is using the high harmonic generation (HHG) from the
intense laser-atom interaction [3–11]. HHG is a strong field phenomenon in which the
spectrum shows a plateau structure in the high frequency range when an atom or other
material is illuminated by an intense laser field. The mechanism of HHG relies on the
bremsstrahlung of the quantum tunneling ionized electrons recolliding with the parent
ion [12, 13]. The cutoff energy of the emitted photon depends on the kinetic energy of
electrons accelerated by the intense laser field, and the maximal kinetic energy of the
returning electronic wave packet is 3.17Up, where ponderomotive energy Up � E2

0~�4ω2
0�

is the cycle-averaged quiver energy of the electron in the oscillating laser electric field
with the field amplitude E0 and the frequency ω0. Therefore, XUV attosecond pulses
can be generated from the plateau of atomic HHG and higher frequency can be obtained
by using driving fields with higher intensity or lower frequency. The HHG is not only a
high energy photon source but also a useful tool to study the material property due to
the scattering between the returning wavepacket and the parent ion. For example, the
rescattering process to each atom in a molecule can be treated as a interferometry, so
the HHG radiation is also applied to reconstruct the valence orbitals and the molecular
structures [14–16].

HHG is already widely used in the XUV or soft X-ray pulse generation. However,
this kind of source suffers from low conversion efficiency. It was already shown that the
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conversion efficiency decreases quickly as the laser wavelength is increased [17–22], and
this wavelength scaling of the HHG yield limits the production of efficient X-ray sources.
Compared with the HHG source, the availability of X-ray free electron lasers (XFEL)
overcomes the limitation of pulse intensity and provides many different characterization
from other light source. The first operation of a free electron laser (FEL) was in 1976
at Sanford University at a wavelength of 3.4µm based on the periodic arrangement
of magnets to force an electron beam to wiggle transversely resulting in the release
of photons [23]. The first soft X-ray free electron laser was developed in FLASH at
DESY in Hamburg in 2005 with the photon energy ranging from range 10 eV to 200
eV. With the development of free-electron laser technologies. the limitation of pulse
intensity and the wavelength tunability of the HHG source can be overcome. The high
intensity property of XFELs enables non-linear optics, which was intensively studied
in the optical domain, in the X-ray domain. This development leads to the study of
non-linear X-ray spectroscopy such as stimulated Raman scattering [24] using the pulse
that covers different transition frequencies. Moreover, a great advantage of the FEL is
that it can be combined with an external highly coherent source of radiation, as called
a seeded pulse to amplifies this external pulse [25–27]. This approach can be used to
amplify the XUV pulse produced from HHG.

1.2 Ultrafast dynamics and time-resolved spectroscopy

Lasers are often used to study the structure of materials via laser transitions between
different energy levels, and the related measurement, which is called spectroscopy, can
be electromagnetic radiation such as absorption spectroscopy or emitted electrons in
photoelectron spectroscopy. The static properties such as the ionization potential and
the molecular structures can be determined. However, in static measurements, the
signal only represents a particular final state of the system and there are many kind of
dynamics missing in the measurement. For example, the electron can be triggered by the
interaction with photons, phonons, or the electron correlation. In molecules or solids,
the electron dynamics can also drive the motion of atoms, such as ionization-induced
dissociation [29, 30]. To measure the real-time dynamics, pump-probe techniques,
which relies on the combination of two laser pulses with varying time delay between
them, is commonly used and the scheme is shown as Fig. 1.2. Mostly, processes are
studied by shining a pump laser field to trigger the dynamic processes we are concerned
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of chirped pulse amplification: After a generation of an ultrashort pulse,
it is stretched by a stretcher. The stretched pulse is amplified, and then compressed
to an extremely intense pulse with original duration. This figure is taken from [28]

.

about. Meanwhile, a delayed probe pulse is used to strike the sample again with the
use of an optical delay line, which consists of a pair of mirrors to control the delay of
the pulse. Finally, the desired signal, which can be emitted electron, ion, or photon, is
measured by the detector. When varying the time delay between the pump and probe
pulses, the variation of the signal encodes the information of the desired dynamics. The
time resolution is determined by the pulse duration, and the femtosecond or attosecond
pulses should be used to resolve the electronic or molecular dynamics.

In ultrafast regime, the spectroscopy based on the combination of a femtosecond
IR laser field and phase-locked attosecond XUV pulses, which are generated from the
same source, has found numerous applications. The IR pulses and the XUV pulses play
different roles depending on the purposes. For example, in the IR-pump XUV-probe
experiments, IR field can be used to breaking chemical bonds [31] or producing valence
holes [32, 33]. At the same time, the XUV field acts as a probe to study electron-hole
dynamics by transient absorption techniques [32–34]. In the XUV-pump IR-probe
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experiments, the IR field can be used to map the temporal structure of the XUV-
induced photoelectron to the frequency space by the attosecond streaking techniques
[35–38]. The IR probe field is also applied to streak other kinds of emitted electrons
such as Auger electrons to study the lifetime of the core hole produced by the XUV
pulse [39].

With the capabilities of XFELs with the pulse duration in the femtosecond region
[40, 41], the traditional pump-probe techniques has already been extended to the X-ray
region. However, the FEL pulses arrival time with respect for an external locked IR laser
has instability up to hundreds of femtoseconds [42], which can be comparable to or more
than the duration of the pulse itself. The timing instability, or jitter, limits the temporal
resolution of the time-resolved experiments using the FEL with an external laser source.
To overcome the error due to arrival-time jitter, the synchronization of FEL pulses
to optical lasers [43] or the additional measurement of the arrival time [44] is needed.
The streaking techniques is extended to the ultrafast X-ray regime and the temporal
structure of individual FEL pulses with 5 fs full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
accuracy is recently measured [44]. Furthermore, diverse femtosecond pump-probe
schemes at FELs led to groundbreaking experiments in chemical-reaction dynamics
[45–48]. Furthermore, the demonstration of XFEL pulse pairs with precisely controlled
time delay, wavelength and intensity ratio were achieved at LCLS [49]. Because X-rays
can provide site-specific excitation and trigger the inter-shell hole transfer, tunable
XFEL pulse pairs could open new avenues for the new kinds of X-ray pump X-ray
probe experiments [49–52] beyond the traditional time-resolved experiments with the
use of optical lasers.

One of the important challenges of the real-time observation of ultrafast dynamics is
to define the “time zero.” During light-matter interaction, there is a response time of the
production of the induced wavepacket to the occurrence of the event, such as the time
delay between the photoionized electronic wavepacket to the photoabsorption event [54].
For example, recent experiments indicate that the photoelectrons resulting from different
atomic initial states presents tens to hundreds time delay difference [38, 55],which is
defined by the time difference between the two photoionization events compared to
the driving laser pulse. The above experiments, which relies on XUV-IR attosecond
streaking schemes, suffer from uncertainties on the order of tens of attoseconds [38, 55–
59] and this uncertainty is non-negligible in the studies of attosecond science. The
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of conventional pump probe setup. A pump and a probe pulse is employed
with a delay line consisting of a pair of mirrors to delay the probe pulse. This figure
is taken from the Keith Nelson Group website @ MIT [53].

"timing" problem in attosecond science is originated to how the time delay between
to an events is defined and how the probe field is used to take a measurement. The
definition of different kinds of time delay relies on the quantum phase. For instance, the
Wigner time delay is the time delay of the electronic wavepacket during the scattering
process and defined with the energy derivative of the scattering phase [60, 61]; In the
quantum tunneling, the time delay, often referred as tunneling time, is related to the
complex ionization time of the quasiclassical trajectories derived from the phase used
in strong field approximation (SFA) model [13, 62, 63]. When an additional field is
added to the original system, there is an extra quantum phase so that the time delay
also changes. How a probe field affects the time delay in the ultrafast dynamics and
the possible scheme to avoid the unwanted measurement-induced time delay will be
discussed in this thesis.

1.3 Theoretical approaches in ultrafast light-matter
interaction

The most accurate way to describe the electron dynamics of light-matter interaction
is to solve the exact time-dependent Schödinger equation. However, solving the full
many-electron problem is rather unreachable and the different dynamical process
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underlined the full ab-initio calculation are difficult to be analyzed. Some intuitive
models and efficient time-dependent approaches should be implemented to extract the
main physics from the complicated time-dependent many-electron wavefunction. The
usual tragedy is to use single active electron (SAE) approach [64–66], in which only a
valence electron is assumed to move in an effective potential VSFA:

i
∂

∂t
ψ�r, t� � � � 1

2
©

2
� VSFA�r� � Vext�r, t��ψ�r, t�, (1.1)

where Vext is the time-dependent external potential and the physical observable proper-
ties can be obtained from the one particle wavefunction ψ. There are many successful
models based on the SAE. For example, the Leweinstein’s SFA approach used to de-
scribe intense laser-matter interaction such as HHG [13] and above-threshold ionization
(ATI) [67]. However, there are several topics concerning many-electron or multi-channel
effects which cannot be described in the SAE approach such as double ionization
[68, 69], quantum exchange effect in the strong ionization of molecules[70], and the
electronic hole dynamics during the ionization process [33, 71].

To describe the physics beyond SAE, there are several time-dependent approaches.
One way to avoid many-electron wavefunction is using density functional theory
(DFT). DFT is based on Hohenberg–Kohn theorems [72], stating that one-to-one
correspondence between the ground electron density and a single-particle potential, and
the Kohn–Sham equations [73]. The time dependent version of this theory is proposed
and can be applied to the study of the excited-state properties [74, 75]. The advantages
of time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) is its computational efficiency and it is especially
powerful for solids because the electronic density only relies on 3 spatial variables rather
than 3N spatial variables. However, TDDFT suffers from several drawbacks [76–80].
The formalism relies on different kinds of exchange-correlation functionals such that
it is difficult to be systematically improved, and many of them induces large error
in extended or weakly bounded system such as in molecular dissociation [76, 78]. In
addition to density-based approaches, many-body-wavefunctions can also be treated by
some wavefunction-based approaches such as configuration-interaction (CI), which is a
post-Hartree–Fock method built from variational orbitals [81]. Hartree–Fock method
is a variational approximation for a many-electron wavefunction using a single slater
determinant. The ionization potential can be determined by Koopmans’ theorem
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[81, 82], which states that the energy difference between the singly-ionized states with
a hole at orbital i and the Hartree-Fock ground state is equal to �εi, the negative
of the orbital energy. In contrast to the Hartree–Fock method, which is based on a
single Slater determinant, the CI approach adapts a linear combination of more slater
determinants

Φ �Q
I�0

cIΦI , (1.2)

in which Φ0 is the Hartree-Fock ground state and ΦI is the slater determinant by
replacing I orbitals from c0 with other virtual orbitals. The advantage of CI approach
is that the correlation effect can be systematically included in addition to the Hartree-
Fock (I � 0). For example, I � 1 represents CI singles (CIS) states, which are singly
excited determinants generated by replacing one of the orbitals from the Hartree-Fock
ground state with a virtual orbital. The advantage of CI singles (CIS) is that it is a
size-consistent approach, which means the energy of two infinitely separated particles
is the double of the energy of two infinitely separated particles. This implies correct
dissociation into fragments for molecular system [84]. Therefore, its time dependent
version, time-dependent CIS (TDCIS), is a good choice for studying finite atomic
and molecular systems interacting with light. TDCIS has recently been applied to
laser-induced excitation of a polyatomic molecule [85, 86] as well as the strong-field
ionization and HHG of an atom [83, 87–89].

Besides the many-body formalism of the electron dynamics, the other challenge
is the description of the ionized wavepacket. The wavefunction can represented in
both the momentum and the real space. The momentum representation is more
directly linked to the photoelectron spectrum, but the representation of the electric
dipole interaction becomes a non-diagonal matrix, which causes the time propagation
time–consuming. Instead, the real space representation is often used in finite-systems
and the computational box can be split into two parts: an inner part including all atomic
nucleus and an outer part only containing the ionized wavepacket which never comes
back to nucleus. However, the ionized wavepacket suffers from the boundary condition
of the computational box. Therefore, a new numerical method time-dependent surface
flux method (t-SURFF) was proposed, that treats the outgoing electronic wavepacket as
a flux through the surface which separates the inner and the outer regions [90–93]. This
method is widely applied to many time-dependent formalisms, including multi-channel
TDCIS formalism [94, 95].
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1.4 Outline

This thesis focuses on the hole dynamics triggered by the XUV/X-ray pulses in
combination with strong optical laser or other XUV/X-Ray pulses. We present a
theoretical studies on how to model and numerically calculate the desired strong-field
phenomena and the perturbative photoabsorption process. There are two proposed
time-resolved spectroscopies: XUV-assisted HHG [96], in which an additional XUV
pulse is applied to drive the hole transition during the HHG process, and Stimulation of
Two Resonant and Instantaneously Detuned Electron Replicas (STRIDER) [95], which
relies on a pair of XUV pulses detuned from core-valence hole transition to characterize
attosecond pulses. These works would be realizable with the current source technology.
Our goal is to study the electron dynamics involving the core-valence transitions as well
as the bound-free transitions in attosecond time scale. In this thesis, every equation
is written in terms of atomic units: electron mass me, elementary charge e, Reduced
Plank’s constant Òh, and Coulomb’s constant ke � 1~�4πε0� are set to be 1.
Chapter 2 introduces the basic concepts about light-atom interaction. The pho-

toionization effect and the time-dependent perturbation theory for the photoelectric
effect are described. The perturbation theory is used to explain the phenomena of the
second and the third harmonics in nonlinear optics. Then we explain the strong field
phenomena such as high-harmonic generation and why the perturbation theory fails.
The concept of tunneling ionization and a more suitable theoretical model, three step
model, is introduced to describe the physics in the strong field regime. Several methods
to generated attosecond pulses via High-harmonic generation are presented. Finally,
we introduce on how to characterize these pulses using IR-streaking photoelectrons
and the related “atomic response time” induced by light-atom interactions in 2.4.
Chapter 3 introduces the theoretical methods used in the following projects. In

section 3.1, the strong field approximation for HHG and the mathematical form for a
1D system is mentioned. In section 3.2, the time-dependent configuration interaction
singles (TDCIS) method – an ab-initio electronic structure technique– is formulated
for studying strong-field phenomena in many-electron systems. In section 3.3, the
time-dependent surface flux (t-SURFF) is introduced to efficiently calculate a photo
electron spectrum. The combination of TDCIS and t-SURFF with the consideration of
channel-coupling is proposed, and the significance of the channel-coupling is discussed.
Chapter 4 presents a theoretical study of the XUV-assisted HHG. Using resonant
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XUV pulses in addition to the intense driving field, a second plateau beyond the original
HHG cutoff is generated. The extended semiclassical SFA model, which includes two
bound states and resonant XUV pulses, is derived and used to explain this second
plateau. The calculation results from the TDCIS scheme and the extended SFA model
are compared. The concept and the effect of the resonant XUV excitation during the
quantum tunneling process are used to explained the interference pattern from the
SFA calculation. In the case of the IR driving field + XUV pulse train, the coherent
accumulation of occupation in the inner shell hole is discussed.
Chapter 5 presents a theoretical study of a new approach for attosecond pulse

characterization using two coherent extreme ultraviolet or x-ray probe fields, which
are tuned to a core-valence transition in the residual ion and induce spectral shearing
of the photoelectron distributions. The interference pattern of the photoelectron-
ion coincidence signal is shown to depend on the spectral phase of the attosecond
pulse. The combination of TDCIS and t-SURFF is used to calculate the photoelectron
spectrum in the case of both single pulse and pulse train. We discuss the error of
the characterization originating from “atomic response times.” In the end, we discuss
the difference between the use of the inner-core hole and the outer-core hole as the
core-valence transition.

Chapter 6 gives the summary of these theoretical works. Future possible topics and
possible experimental setups are proposed.
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Chapter 2
Light-atom interaction

Electron excitation and ionization as well as the light absorption and emission under
the influence of ultrashort lasers are the key points of attosecond physics. The study of
light-matter interaction at the microscopic level can be traced back to the spectroscopy
of Hydrogen atom and the photoelectric effect in the early history of quantum mechanics.
Until now, most of the explanation of light-matter interaction process is based on
perturbation theory. With the development of laser technology, the laser intensity can
reach the regime in which the perturbation theory becomes invalid. In this chapter,
we will discuss the main mechanism of light-atom interaction, related phenomena and
current obstacles in the theoretical descriptions of those processes.

2.1 Photoelectric effect and photoionization

The photoelectric effect is the phenomenon that electrons escape from metals when a
light shines on the metal surface. Photoionization is the same process but with more
regard to finite systems such as atoms and molecules. This process was explained by
Einstein using the concept of photon and the energy conservation – the energy of the
emitted electron is equal to difference between the photon energy and the ionization
potential. From the photoionization spectrum, one can directly measure the static
information such as binding energies of electrons as well as the light’s frequency. With
the use of two laser pulses, referred to as a pump and a probe pulse, the photoelectron
spectrum as a function of time delay between two pulses encodes the dynamical
information. The spectral yields are described in terms of probability amplitudes from
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the time-dependent Schrödinger equation with the Hamiltonian

H�r, t� � �H0�r� � V �r, t�� �H0�r� � zE�t�, (2.1)

where H0�r� is the field-free Hamiltonian with eigen states S v e and eigen energies
εv, and V �r, t� is the time-dependent laser-matter interaction in which the dipole
approximation in the length gauge is used. The wavefunction in the interaction picture
and the time evolution operator can be expanded as

S Ψ, t0; t eI � o
v
cv�t�S v e. (2.2)

and the time evolution operator in interaction picture notation

UI�t, t0� � 1 � 1
i
S

t

t0
dt�VI�t��UI�t�, t0�, (2.3)

where the index I represents the representation of interaction picture. Assuming
the electron is in the eigenstate i at the beginning, then the initial condition is
cv�t0� � δvi. In the perturbation theory, the transition amplitudes can be approximated
by perturbation expansion cv�t� � c�0�v � c

�1�
v � c

�2�
v ��, and the nth-order perturbation

amplitude can be expressed recursively

c�n�v �t� � 1
i
Q
ξ
S

t

t0
dt�` v S V �t�� S ξ e exp�iωvξt��c�n�1�

ξ �t��, (2.4)

with c�0�v �t� � δvi. The first order perturbation amplitude for excitation from i to v by
the external field is given by

c�1�v �t� � �zvi
i
S

t

t0
dt�S

ª

�ª

dω
Ẽ�ω�

2π
exp��iωt�� exp�iωvit��

� �
zvi
i
S

ª

�ª

dω
Ẽ�ω�

2π
� ei�ωvi�ω�iη�t
i�ωvi � ω � iη� � 2πδ�ωvi � ω�	, (2.5)

where η � 0� is implied due to the slow turn-on of the laser pulse. Here the electric field
is assumed to be linearly polarized along the z-axis and the light-matter interaction is
treated in the electric dipole approximation in length gauge V �t� � E�t�z, in which
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E�t� can be represented in the frequency domain

E�t� � S dωẼ�ω� exp��iωt�. (2.6)

Assuming the interaction starts at t0 � �ª and ends at t � ª, the relation for the
delta function enforces energy conservation ωvi � εv � εi � ω, which recovers Einstein’s
photoelectric effect if the state v is a continuum state. Although laser fields here are
treated as classical fields, the energy conservation reveals the energy quantum of the
electromagnetic field. The final complex amplitude in the first order approximation is
given by

S�1�
v � lim

t�ª
c�1�v �t� � �1

i
zviẼ�ωvi� (2.7)

and its absolute value square represents the photoelectron spectrum for the one-photon
process. The transition amplitude copies the spectral structure of the laser field with the
prefactor proportional to zvi, so that the photoelectron wavepacket can be considered
as the replica of the corresponding laser pulse. If the transition we consider is below the
ionization threshold, the transition is only allowed when the frequency domain of the
electric field covers the transition energy ωvi. From the experimental perspective, many
spectroscopic techniques are based on the photoelectric effect because the photoelectron
wavepacket carries both laser field spectral information and the energy levels of the
matter.

2.2 High-Harmonic generation

With the invention of the laser, harmonic generation has been studied since 1960s in the
perturbative multiphoton regime. In 1961, second harmonic generation, as an even-order
nonlinear optical effect which is only allowed in media without inversion symmetry, was
demonstrated in a crystalline quartz sample [97]. In 1967, third harmonic generation
was observed in rare gases, in which the even-order effect is forbidden due to inversion
symmetry [98]. The conversion efficiency decreases rapidly compared with increasing
harmonic order and is well understood with perturbation theory. The power of emitted
radiation is related to its dipole response in Larmor formula

S�Ω� � D2
a�Ω�
2c3 �

D2�Ω�Ω4

2c3 . (2.8)
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Here Da�Ω� is the dipole acceleration and D�Ω� is the dipole moment in frequency
domain. In microscopic perspective, the time-dependent dipole moment is nothing but
the expectation value of the electric dipole moment operator over the wavefunction

D�Ω� � S �ª

�ª

dt`ΦI�t� S zI SΦI�t� e exp�iΩt�
� S

�ª

�ª

dt Q
vm,vn

Q
m,n

c�m��
vm �t�c�n�vn �t�zvmvn exp�i�ωvmvn �Ω�t�, (2.9)

where vm and vn run over all eigenstates of the system. Each individual term corresponds
to n-photon absorption and m-photon emission process. Assuming the driving laser
field is a weak monochromatic field E�t� � E0 cosωt and there is no resonant transition,
then the n-photon absorption from the ground state, denoted by g, corresponds to the
coefficient

c�n�vn �t� � � � 1
i
�n Q

vn�1�v1
S

t

t0
dtn�S

t2

t0
dt1zvnvn�1zvn�1vn�2�zv1g�E0

2
�n

� exp�i��ωvnvn�1 � ω�tn � �ωvn�1vn�2 � ω�tn�1 �� � �ωv1g � ω�t1��
� Q
vn�1�v1

� � E0
2i
�n zvnvn�1zvn�1vn�2�zv1g�ωvnvn�1 � ω��ωvn�1vn�2 � ω���ωv1g � ω� exp�i�ωvng � nω�t�.

(2.10)

The dipole response of this n-photon absorption and single-photon emission process is

D�Ω� � S �ª

�ª

dtQ
vn

c�0��g �t�zgvnc�n�vn �t� exp�i��ωvng�Ω�t� � Cn�E0�nδ�Ω�nω�, (2.11)
where Cn is a constant depending on the structure of the system. The energy of the
emitted photon is equal to the energy of the total photons absorbed. In macroscopic
perspective, when there are lights with frequency ω1, ω2, ... launched into a nonlinear
sample, the dielectric polarization in terms of the electrical field can be written as

P �Ω� � χ�1��ωi�Ei�ωi��χ�2��ωi, ωj�Ei�ωi�Ej�ωj��χ�3��ωi, ωj , ωk�Ei�ωi�Ej�ωj�Ek�ωk��.
(2.12)

Here, the coefficients χ�n��ωi1 , ..., ωin� are the nth-order nonlinear susceptibilities of
the medium with energy conservation Ω � ωi1 � ...ωin . If the eigenstates of the system
can be categorized into odd parities and even parities, such as a single atom, the even
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order harmonics disappears because of selection rules.
In the late 1980s, the HHG spectrum consisting of plateau structure in the high

harmonic order was observed in rare gas with high intense driving laser field (1013
�

1016W~cm2) [99, 100]. The perturbation theory, which predicts the harmonic yields
exponentially falling off, is not sufficient to describe this behavior. The first successful
model to understand the HHG process, together with other strong field phenomena
such as above-threshold ionization, is the simple-man model, or the so called three step
model [101, 12]. In this model, the intense electric laser field is treated as classical field
and can distort the atomic potential as shown in Fig. 2.1 (a). First, the valence electron
has the possibility to tunneling ionize to the continuum at time ti. The ionization rate
is given by the DC tunneling rate

Wdc � C�Ip,E0� exp � � 4
º

2I
3
2
p

3E0
	, (2.13)

which is the quasistatic limit �ω � 0� of the AC tunneling rate predicted by Keldysh [62].
Here C�Ip,E0� is a system-dependent coefficient which has a polynomial dependence
on the ionization potential Ip and the electric field amplitude. Second, the electron
moving in the continuum is accelerated by the electric laser field so that it will directly
fly away or recollide to the parent ion at time tr. Finally, the electron may rescatter
again, transferring the energy to other bound-state electrons, or recombining to the
ground state by emission of a photon. By assuming an electron with the initial position
of the outer tunnel point of the distorted potential and velocity equal to zero, the
recollision occurs when the electron comes back to the initial position

∆z � S
tr

ti
�A�t� �A�ti��dt � 0, (2.14)

where the A�t� is the vector potential of the electric laser field. The energy of the
emitted photon Ep during the recombination process follows the energy conservation

Ep � Er � Ip �
1
2
�A�tr� �A�ti��2 � Ip, (2.15)

where Er is the returning kinetic energy of the electron. By assuming the electric field
E�t� � E0 cosωt and solving Eq. 2.14 and 2.15, we can obtain the one-to-one mapping
between recollision time and ionization time in one optical cycle as shown in Fig. 2.1
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(c), and the returning kinetic energy as the function of tr or ti as shown in Fig. 2.1 (b).
The maximal energy of the emitted photon and is predicted by [12, 102]

Ecutoff � Ip � 3.17Up, (2.16)

where Up � E2~�4ω2� is the Ponderomotive potential, which is defined as the cycle-
averaged quiver energy of a free electron in the monochromatic laser field. Most of
the HHG trajectories give similar ionization rates because all of them are born around
the peak of the laser field. For the recollision energy below the maximum, there are
two trajectories along which the electron can acquire the same energy by the time it
returns to the parent ion. These two sets of trajectories are called long trajectories
with ionization time earlier than ti,cut and recollision time later then tr,cut, and short
trajectories, which is contrary to long trajectories. The trajectories with duration
longer than one optical cycle are negligible because of the diffusion of the electron
wavepacket. It is worth noting that the ionization time of the trajectories with high
returning energy are focused on the region close to the peak amplitude of the laser
field as indicated with the blue dashed line (0 @ ti~Tlaser @ 0.1) in Fig. 2.1 (b) and (c).
In addition, the HHG process has the duration less than one optical cycle and iterates
for each half optical cycle. This periodic repetition of the HHG process together with
the inversion symmetry of atomic gases results in an odd-order harmonic. The study
of the classical trajectory provides us some ideas to manipulate the HHG process. For
example, adding an additional field with different frequency in combination with the
driving laser field can alter the semi-classical electron trajectories in the continuum
so that the cutoff energy can be extended [103–105]. In conclusion, the simple-man
model gives us an intuitive physical picture about the generation of high harmonics
and results in a good prediction to the cutoff energy. To study a quantum phase and
interference such as the phase of HHG radiation, the quantum mechanical approach is
needed and will discussed in the next chapter.

From Eq. 2.16, it is clear that the higher harmonics order or the higher emitted
photon energy can be achieved by using longer wavelength, higher field intensity, or
larger atomic potential. With the use of high intensity laser fields, the harmonic
spectrum has been extended to the water window, which is important for bio- and
nano-imaging [106, 107]. However, most of the applications are still focused in the XUV
range rather than soft X-ray range due to the limited flux [108]. To get brighter the
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high energy photon, the emitted radiation from different atoms must be added in the
phase. In addition to the microscopic dipole phase, the control of the phase-matching
condition includes the dispersion of both neutral and ionized medium, focusing geometry
[109–111]. In recent experiments, the IR laser at wavelengths up to 2 � 4µm has been
used to generate brighter soft x-ray in the water window [108] and even higher energy
around 1.6 keV [112] with more than a 5000 harmonic order.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic of three-step model of HHG process: tunneling ionization, acceleration
and recombination. (b) Returning kinetic energy as the function of recollision time.
(c) The one-to one map between the ionization time and the recollision time. This
figure is taken from [113]

2.3 Attosecond pulse generation

The broadband property of the plateau of the HHG spectra can be used to generate
attoseond pulses. This schematic was first realized in 2001 [3] and a train of 250-
attosecond pulses extending over 10 fs was observed. Because the HHG process with
the use of multicycle driving fields is repetitive in the time domain, a train of pulses
with only one pulse per half-cycle rather than a single pulse is generated as shown
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in Fig. 2.2. In addition, atomic HHG spectra contain only odd harmonics in the
spectral domain, hence the carrier envelope phase between adjacent pulses has π phase
difference. With the production of attosecond pulse train (APT), some attosecond
time-resolved measurements within the time window of the half optical cycle can be
achieved so that the related ultrafast dynamics can be studied. However, to get the
more straightforward interpretation of ultrafast measurements, isolated attosecond
pulses are needed.

Figure 2.2: An attosecond pulse train is generated from HHG by a multicycle driving IR field.
A single pulse can be obtained from the pulse train by different gating techniques.
This figure is taken from [9].

Because the generation of APT is based on the periodicity of the HHG process, the
key idea that produces a single attosecond pulse (SAP) is to destroy this periodicity.
The first single pulse via HHG was generated by the few cycle IR field and an isolated
XUV pulse of 90 eV with duration of 2.7 fs has obtained [4]. With the use of few
cycle driving fields, each half cycle represents unique spectral properties and a SAP
can be extracted by spectral filtering from the cut-off region of the HHG spectrum.
Pulses of central photon energy of 80 eV with duration as short as 80 as have been
produced in neon using this spectral gating techniques [114]. There are also several
generation methods based on temporal gating schemes. For example, modulating the
polarization of the driving field such that the field is only linearly polarized in some
short time duration and elliptically polarized in the reminder of the duration [5, 6].
This kind of method, which is also called polarization gating, only allows the XUV
photons generated from that short time duration because the conversion efficiency
of HHG decreases rapidly with increasing ellipticity. With the use of an additional
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linear polarized second harmonics field, a high harmonic burst can occur only once a
cycle so that the duration requirement of the polarization gate can be relaxed. Using
this two-color field scheme together with the polarization gating, a SAP with central
photon energy of 100 eV and a duration of 67 as can be achieved [10]. Compared with
APT, SAP can give more intuitive pictures to the attosecond dynamics in the time
domain. In the spectral domain, SAPs have broad spectral bandwidths such that a
great number of excitation energies can be covered while APTs can be used for exciting
more selective states or specific resonances.

Because the emitted photons of different frequency are generated at different times,
the pulse generated from HHG is not Fourier-limited and presents a time-dependent
frequency, or “’chirp’. For example, the HHG spectra using the double optical gating
technique are capable of supporting a 16 as Fourier-limited pulse while the measurement
showed a 107 as pulse duration [115]. In addition, a pulse propagating in the medium
can also be stretched or compressed. All of these effects are represented in the spectral
phase δ�ω�

E�t� � S dωSẼ�ω�S exp��iωt � iδ�ω��. (2.17)

The group delay defined as
τGD�ω� � dδ�ω�

dω
(2.18)

can be related to the time when the coherent superposition of all wave packets in
the neighborhood of ω is constructive. For example, we consider an attosecond pulse
centered at frequency ω0 with a Gaussian envelope

SẼ�ω�S � E0 exp��g�ω � ω0�2� (2.19)

and the spectral phase δ�ω� � δ0 � t0�ω � ω0� � α�ω � ω0�2 up to the second order. To
deal with Eq. 2.17 with stationary phase approximation, both of the shape and the
phase effects should be taken into consideration. We can obtain a complex stationary
frequency

ωs�t� � ω0 �
α � ig

2�α2 � g2��t � t0� (2.20)

and the electric field in time domain reads

E�t� � E0
2π

¾
π

β
exp� � i���δ0 � ω0t0� � ω0�t � t0� � α�t � t0�2

4�g2 � α2�	 � g�t � t0�2

4�g2 � α2�¡, (2.21)
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where β � α� ig. After the Fourier transform, it is obvious that the zeroth order of the
phase contributes to a pure phase shift and the linear phase induces time shift t0 in
the time domain. Compared with Fourier-limit pulses, the quadratic phase stretches
the pulse with the stationary frequency change linearly in time. The real part of ωs�t�
is equal to the instantaneous temporal frequency

Re�ωs�t�� � �∂arg�E�t��
∂t

� ω0 �
α

2�g2 � α2� t (2.22)

and the imaginary part of ωs�t� implies the duration of the pulse. In Fig. 2.3 (a), a
Fourier-limited pulse with central frequency 68 eV and bandwidth 7.5 eV, and the
stretched pulse with quadratic phase α � 25 are shown. The dominant frequencies of
these two pulse as a function of time are shown in Fig. 2.3 (b). Therefore, from the
spectral domain point of view, the phase information as well as amplitude information
of broadband pulses, such as APs, is important.
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Figure 2.3: A Fourier limited pulse and a stretched pulse with quadratic phase φ�ω� � α�ω�ω0�
2

with α � 25: (a) The electric fields E�t� in time domain; (b) The dominant frequency
as the function of time Re�ωs�t��.
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2.4 Pulse characterization and atomic Response time

Not only generating but also characterizing a broadband attosecond pulse is challenging.
Autocorrelation or crosscorrelation methods in the optical domain using nonlinear
optical effects are widely used for femtosecond pulses. However, these kinds of method
cannot be straight-forwardly extended to attoseconnd time domain due to both the
lack of effective nonlinear materials in the XUV spectral region and the low photon flux
of attosecond pulses. Instead, attosecond spectroscopy methods such as attosecond
streaking rely on a set of photoelectron spectra over a range of time delay between
the XUV pulse, which ionizes the electron, and the streaking IR field, which interacts
with the photoelectron [36]. In Fig. 2.4 (a), the basic principle of streaking method is
illustrated. The photoelectron wavepacket can be treated as the replica of the XUV
field. Assuming the vector potential A�t� at the end of the IR field is zero, the field can
transfer additional momentum ∆p�t� to the photoelectron which is equal to A�t� at the
time t when the electron ionizes. The duration of the XUV pulse has to be shorter than
the half period of the IR pulse in order to map the transfer of momentum ∆p�t� � A�t�
one-to-one to the time t. Therefore, the distortion of the spectra depends on both time
delay and the temporal character of the ionized wavepacket. In the experiment, the
streaking field should be strong enough to significantly accelerate photoelectrons, while
it should be weak enough to avoid the distortion of the atomic structure.
We can also understand the XUV+IR scheme in the frequency domain as shown

in Fig. 2.4 (b). There are different interference pathways leading to the energy εk in
the spectrum. The dominant contribution is from the path (d), which is contributed
from the lowest order perturbation and corresponds to the absorption of a single XUV
photon with energy Ω. Furthermore, the same energy can be reached by absorbing
a less energetic photon Ω@ and an additional IR photon ω, indicated as path (a) ; or
the path (e) — the combination of absorbing higher energetic photon and emitting
ω. The interference between these three pathways as a function of the XUV-IR delay
can be used to reconstruct the spectral phase of the attosecond pulse by the algorithm
called Phase-Retrieval by Omega Oscillation Filtering (PROOF)[116]. Because this
interpretation relies on an additional IR photon absorption or emission, the IR field
should be weak enough to be treated as a perturbation.
The same idea can also be applied to the attosecond pulse train characterization, such
as Reconstruction of Attosecond Beating By Interference of Two-photons transitions
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Figure 2.4: (color online) The sketch of streaking for a photoelectron ionized by a single
attosecond pulse and probed by a monochromatic laser field in time domain (a) and
frequency domain (b). (a) The IR field transfer can transfer additional momentum
δp�t� � �A�t� at the ionization time t of the electron. The distorted spectrum
depends on both the time delay and the temporal structure of the unstreaked
photoelectron wavepacket. This figure is taken from [117]. (b) In addition to the
pathway by the one-photon absorption to reach the energy Ω, the photoelectron
can reach the same energy by absorbing an the absorption or the emission of an
additional IR photon with frequency ω: Ω � Ω@ � ω and Ω � ΩA � ω. This figure is
taken from [57].

(RABITT) as illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The attosecond pulse train generated from the
atomic HHG process contains only odd harmonics, which results in the Comb structure
in the photoelectron spectrum. If a weak periodic probe IR field with the fundamental
frequency is applied, the additional IR photo absorption and emission by the free
electron wavepacket results in the side peaks corresponding to the frequency of even
harmonics, as the dashed lines shown in Fig. 2.5 (b). A typical experimental RABITT
spectrum is displayed in Fig. 2.5 (a). The side peaks show a modulation as the function
of APT-laser delay due to the interference between the pathways of IR photo-absorption
and -emission.

The XUV-IR streaking techniques can be explained by the second order perturbation
theory. The electric laser field is written as E�t� � E1�t��E2�t�, where E1 is the XUV
field with central frequency Ω0 larger than the ionization potential Ip � �εi and E2 is
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Figure 2.5: RABITT method. (a) Photoelectron spectrogram over photon energy and delay
between the APT and the IR field. The offset in the modulation of the sidebands
contains information about the attosecond pulses and the ionization process. (b)
Schematic energy diagram over the quantum paths leading to the same final energy
in SB 2q. This figure is taken from [57].

the IR field. The time-dependent two-photon transition amplitude to the continuum
state with momentum k is

c
�2�
k �t� � ��1

i
�2

S
t

�ª

dt2S
t2

�ª

dt1S dκzkκzκiE2�t2�E1�t1� exp�i�ωkκt2 �ωκit1�� (2.23)

for the time-ordered process, in which the electron interacts with E1 first and then E2

later. The final two-photon transition amplitude is

S
�2�
k � lim

t�ª
c
�2�
k �t�

�
1
i
S dΩẼ2�ωki �Ω�Ẽ1�Ω�M�k,Ω�, (2.24)
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where
M�k,Ω� � S dκ

zkκzκi
ωκi �Ω

(2.25)

is the two-photon matrix element. Eq. 2.24 indicates that the two-photon transition
process is nothing but the convolution integration resulting from energy conservation.
In addition to the laser field, the two-photon matrix element M also contributes the
phase to the two-photon transition amplitude. For example, in an atomic system, the
momentum state wavefunction ψk̂�r̂� can be expanded in partial waves [57, 59, 118, 119]

Ψk̂�r̂�� Q
L,M

iLe�iηL�k�Y �

L,M�k̂�YL,M�r̂�Rk,L�r�, (2.26)

where ηL�k� are angular-momentum dependent scattering phases of the real radial
functions Rk,L�r�. The transition amplitude is the combination of different angular-
momentum channels li � lκ � lk

M�k,Ω� � Q
lκ,lk

Mlκ,lk�k,Ω� (2.27)

and the phase of the partial transition amplitude is [57, 59]

Arg�Mlκ,lk�k,Ω�� � π �Arg�Ylk,mi�k�� � πlκ2 � ηlκ�κ� � φcc�k, κ�. (2.28)

Here �πlκ~2 � ηlκ�κ� is the phase shift between the partial scattering wave of the
intermediate state and the partial plane wave, and φcc�k, k�� describes the continuum-
continuum transition in the presence of the long-range Coulomb potential. For a
hydrogen-like atom with potential which is exactly �Z~r, there are analytical solutions
of the real radial functions Rk,L�r� and the phases of the partial transition amplitudes
can be computed directly. For other kinds of potential, such as Hartree-Fock potentials
for many-electron atoms, a numerical calculation should be performed and suffers from
the accurate description of the asymptotic behavior of the scattering wavefunction.
The method called exterior complex scaling, which transforms the radial coordinates
at large distance into the complex plane, can enforce the outgoing wave functions
exponentially decay so that the real-space numerical calculation is applicable.

In the attosecond streaking techniques, the probe field is assumed to be a monochro-
matic IR field E2�t� � 2SẼ2,ω S cos�ω�t�τ�� with time delay τ and Ẽ2,ω � SẼ2,ω S exp�iωτ�,
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so the convolution integration in Eq. 2.24 can be reduced to the sum of two path-
ways indicated in Fig. 2.4: S

�a�
k � Ẽ2,ωẼ1�Ω@�M�k,Ω@� with Ω@ � ωki � ω and

S
�e�
k � Ẽ�

2,ωẼ1�ΩA�M�k,ΩA� with ΩA � ωki�ω. In the case of the RABBIT scheme, the
pump field Ẽ1�Ω� � Pq Ẽ1,2q�1δ�Ω � �2q � 1�ω� is the pulse train consisting of a comb
of odd high-order harmonics with SẼ1,2q�1S � Ẽ1,2q�1 exp�iφ2q�1�, then the side peaks
predicted by the perturbation theory is located at εk � 2qω � εi. Assuming the total
contribution of the transition amplitude is dominated by single angular-momentum
channel, then the interference term can be written as

Arg�S�a��
k S

�e�
k � � �2ωτ � φ2q�1 � φ2q�1 � ηλ�κA� � ηλ�κ@� � φcc�k, κA� � φcc�k, κ@�

� �2ω2�τ � τk � τGD�Ω��,
(2.29)

Here τGD�Ω� � �φ2q�1 �φ2q�1�~�2ω� is the finite difference approximation to the group
delay using the consecutive harmonics �2q � 1�ω and �2q � 1�ω. The atomic response
time τk � τλ�k� � τcc�k� consists of two contributions:

τλ�k� � dηλ�k�
dεk

�
ηλ�κA� � ηλ�κ@�

2ω
(2.30)

is called Wigner delay, which represents the temporal shift of single-photon ionization
wavepacket;

τcc�k� � dφcc�k, κ�
dεκ

W
κ�k

�
φcc�k, κA� � φcc�k, κ@�

2ω
(2.31)

is the continuum-continuum delay due to the electron probed by the streaking field
in the presence of long-range potential with a Coulomb tail, so this is also called
measurement-induced delay. The maximal signal of the interference pattern occurs
when these two pathway, (a) and (e), are in phase, which results in

τ � τGD�Ω� � τk. (2.32)

Therefore, the interference pattern shows a periodic modulation and the temporal
position of the side peaks depend on the group delay of APT. If the atomic response
time is known or negligible, the APT can be characterized. The direct measurement
of the atomic response time is unknown, but the difference of τk between the two
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photoelectrons from different atomic orbitals can be measured by using the same
attosecond pulse without knowing its temporal structure [38, 55]. However, recent
studies using the streaking measurement schemes, which relies on the ATI transition of
photoelectron wavepackets, shows that the photoelectron ionized from different atomic
orbitals suffers from the uncertainties on the order of tens of attoseconds [38, 55], which
is non-negligible in the studies of attosecond dynamics. Therefore, the problem of
atomic response time in the the streaking-based methods is inevitable and new methods
must be proposed to overcome this obstacle.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical methods

In this chapter, the theoretical model and the computational scheme used in following
topics about the light-induced hole dynamics are presented. The electronic hole can be
produced by different ways depending on the driving laser fields. The characteristic
for the different regimes of matter-light interactions was already described in the last
chapter: the multiphoton regime which is described in quantum perturbation theory;
the tunneling regime which is understood in the combination of quantum tunneling and
the electron trajectories based on classical mechanics. The quantum mechanical study
of the tunneling regime is introduced in 3.1. The use of strong field approximation
provides a semiclassical action which connects to the concept of classical trajectories
via stationary phase approximation. The TDCIS method which is used to describe
the wavepacket dynamics is introduced in 3.2. The t-SURFF method within the
TDCIS scheme for the calculation of photoelectron spectrum is discussed in 3.3. The
importance of the additional channel-coupling term is specified here as well as in our
publication [95].

3.1 Strong-field approximation of high harmonic generation

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the classical three step model provides the
fundamental physical insight of the origin of the HHG. The quantum mechanics study
can provide us more accurate description of the property of the harmonic radiation.
The most successful quantum-mechanical treatment was proposed by Lewenstein et al
[13], known as Lewenstein model. This model is based on the strong field approximation
(SFA), which was originally developed by Keldysh [62] to describe the ionization of
an atom affected by an external field in the adiabatic limit. In SFA, the laser field
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effects after the ionization are dominant in such a way that the influence of the nuclear
potential on the continuum states can be neglected. An electron moving in the laser
field can be expressed in the Volkov state basis

`rSΨA�p, t�e � eip�re�iΦ�p,t�. (3.1)

The wavefunction is a plane wave with an additional space-independent phase factor

Φ�p, t� � 1
2 S

t

t0
�p �A�t���2

dt� (3.2)

with the initial time t0 and satisfies the time dependent Schrödinger equation with
electric laser field in velocity form

i
∂

∂t
SΨA�p, t�e � 1

2
�P̂ �A�t��2 SΨA�p, t�e. (3.3)

Rather than the kinetic momentum k � p �A�t�, the canonical momentum p here is a
conserved quantity. In the length gauge, the Volkov state is transformed to

`rSΨL�p, t�e � ei�p�A�t���re�iΦ�p,t�. (3.4)

In the Lewenstein model, there are three assumptions in addition to SFA. First, the
contribution from all bound states except the ground state SGe with energy �Ip can be
neglected. Second, the depletion of the ground state is neglected. Third, there is only
one electron taken into consideration, as called single active electron approximation
(SAE). Within these assumptions, the wavefunction can be presented by

SΦ�t�e � SΦG�t�e � SΦc�t�e, (3.5)

where SΦG�t�e � eiIptSGe is the time evolution of the ground state wavefunction and

SΦc�t�e � S ak�t�Skedk (3.6)

is the continuum wavepacket in the linear combination of the plane wave basis. Here we
use the plane waves rather than the Volkov states as a basis because the field-induced
phase will be discussed together with other other phases in the in the amplitude term
ak. The time evolution operator U�t, t0� from the initial time t0 to t in the Schrödinger
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picture in the integral form satisfies [120]

U�t, t0� � U0�t, t0� � iS t

t0
dt1U�t, t1�Hint�t1�U0�t1, t0�, (3.7)

where U0�t, t0� � exp��iH0�t�t0�� is the field-free propagator with the time-independent
field-free Hamiltonian H0 and Hint�t1� is the external interaction. With the initial
condition SΦ�t0� e � SG e, we can obtain the transition amplitude

ak�t� � �iS t

t0
dt1` k SU�t, t1�Hint�t1�U0�t1, t0�SG e. (3.8)

The electron starts in the ground state SG e, and then is excited to the continuum state
through the interaction at time t1. For the free electron moving in a laser field, the
external interaction can be written as Hint�t1� � E�t�x in the dipole approximation
in the length form. Here the electric field is assumed to be linearly polarized along
the x-axis. When the electron propagates in the continuum, we apply SFA to the time
evolution operator U�t, t1� � UV �t, t1�, in which Volkov propagator

UV �t, t1� � exp� � iS t

t1
� � 1

2
©

2
�Hint�t��	dt�¡ (3.9)

describes a free particle moving in the electromagnetic fields without any other po-
tentials. Following Volkov propagator, the canonical momentum p � k �A�t� is a
conserved quantity such that

UV �t, t1� � S dpSΨA�p, t�e`ΨA�p, t1�S (3.10)

and ` p �A�t� SUV �t, t1�S p� �A�t1� e � δ�p � p��e�iS̃�p,t,t1�, (3.11)

where
S̃�p, t, t1� � S t

t1
dt�

�p �A�t���2

2
(3.12)

is the additional phase coming from the Volkov state wavefunction and has a physical
meaning as the classical action of a charged particle moving in the electromagnetic field.
The time dependent wavefunction and the related physical quantity can be obtained
from ak�t� and SΦc�t�e. The HHG power spectrum can be calculated from the Larmor
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formula (Eq. 2.8) with dipole acceleration, as well as the second order time derivative
of the electric dipole expectation value. With the above expression, the time dependent
dipole moment can be written as

D�t� � `ΦG�t�SxSΦc�t�e � c.c

� iS
t

t0
dt1S dpE�t1�dx�p �A�t1��d�x�p �A�t�� exp��iS�p, t, t1�� � c.c,

(3.13)

where dx�p�A�t�� � `p�A�t�Sx SGe is the bound-free dipole transition matrix element
and S�p, t, t1� � S̃�p, t, t1� � Ip�t � t1�. Here the contribution of ` Φc�t� S x S Φc�t� e
is neglected because this term is relatively small. The first term in the integration,
E�t1�dx�p �A�t1��, is interpreted as an amplitude for an electron in the ground state
to make a transition to the continuum at time t� with the canonical momentum p.
After propagation in the continuum from t1 to t, the electron recombines to the ground
state with the transition amplitude d�x�p �A�t��. When the dipole acceleration is
considered, this recombination amplitude is replaced by the complex conjugate of

dax�p �A�t�� � ` p �A�t� S � ∂xV SG e, (3.14)

where V is the atomic potential, according to Ehrenfest theorem [121].

To evaluate the multiple integral in Eq. 3.13, we must analyze the phase S�p, t, t1�
Considering the laser field E�t� � E0 cosωt, this phase factor becomes

S�p, t, t1� � �1
2
p2
� Ip �Up��t � t1� � p»Up

ω
�cosωt � cosωt1� � Up2ω

�sin 2ωt � sin 2ωt1�.
(3.15)

For the variable p, S�p, t, t1� changes in the scale p � �t � t1�1~2 while the dipole
matrix element changes in the scale p � I�1~2

p due to the term 2Ip � �p �A�t��2 in its
denominator and will be explained later. For t � t1 of the order of one optical cycle, S
changes quicker than the dipole matrix element because of Ip Q ω. For the variable t1,
S is rapidly oscillating in the limit Up Q ω. Therefore, with the use of strong infrared
laser field, he dominant contribution of the integration in 3.13 comes from the points
where S�p, t, t1� has minimal change. Because only the classical action term S̃�p, t, t��
depends on momentum p, the stationary phase equation of S�p, t, t1� equals to the one
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of S̃�p, t, t1�,
∂

∂p
S�p, t, t1� � ∂

∂p
S̃�p, t, t1� � S t

t1
dt��p �A�t��	 �∆k � 0. (3.16)

This equation is nothing else but equal to the classical collision condition x�t� � x�t1�,
and the stationary momentum is

p�s� � �
R tt1 dt�A�t��

t � t1
. (3.17)

Therefore, the term `ΦG�t�SxSΦc�t�e with the stationary phase approximation on p�s�
can be written as

`ΦG�t�SxSΦc�t�e � �iS t

t0
dt1��2πi

t � t1
�n2 d�x�p�s��A�t��dx�p�s��A�t1��E�t1�e�iS0�p�s�,t,t1�

(3.18)
This stationary phase approximation to the SFA gives an intuitive classical interpre-
tation shown in the classical action, so this quantum mechanical treatment can be
viewed as a semiclassical model. As a matter of fact, this procedure is the concept of
Feynman’s path integral formulation in quantum mechanics and classical trajectories
with canonical momentum p�s��t, t1� arise naturally in the classical limit S Q Òh � 1.
The prefactor ��2πi~�t � t1��n~2, which comes from the second derivative of S, is
the quantum diffusion of the electronic wave packets and n is the space dimension.
This diffusion term suppresses the trajectories with long excursion time such that the
trajectories with duration smaller than one optical cycle are dominant.
To get the physical picture of tunneling ionization, further approximation should

be performed. On the contrary to p, the stationary phase condition with respect to t1
depends on not only the classical action S̃ but also the ionization potential Ip:

∂S

∂t1
W
t1�t1�s�

� �
1
2
�p�s��t, t1�s�� �A�t1�s���2 � Ip � 0 (3.19)

If Ip � 0, which is the case of the simple man model, this condition has the solution
t1 � ti satisfying p�s� �A�ti� � 0. However, this condition can never be fulfilled for the
real t1 with any positive Ip, so the stationary point t1�s� is a complex quantity. In
other words, the condition Eq. 3.19 converts infinite classical trajectories to several
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finite quasiclassical trajectories with complex ionization time t1�s� for a given t. The
complex time t1�s� can be calculated by reexpressing S�1�t, t1�s�,p� � 0 using Taylor
expansion around the real ionization time t1 � ti up to higher order.

∂S

∂t1
W
t1�t1�s�

�
∂S

∂t1
W
t1�ti

�
∂2S

∂t21
W
t1�ti

�t1�s� � ti� � 1
2
∂3S

∂t31
W
t1�ti

�t1�s� � ti�2

� �Ip �
SE�ti�S2

2
�t1�s� � ti�2

(3.20)

The stationary time t1�s� has a real part ti and a complex part that is given by

t1�s� � ti � �i
»

2IpSE�ti�S . (3.21)

The imaginary part of t1�s�, referred to as Keldysh tunneling time τk�ti� � SIm�t1�s��S,
can be interpreted as the time of an electron passing through the barrier [62, 63]. It
can also be obtained by calculating the time an electron takes to be deaccelerated
from velocity

»
2Ip to zero under a constant deacceleration force SE�ti�S. When the

Keldysh tunneling time defined at the leaser peak is short compared with the quarter
laser period, the ionization process can be treated as an electron tunneling through a
static field. Defining the Keldysh parameter

γ �
ω
»

2Ip
E0

� ωτk�0�, (3.22)

the quasi-static tunnelling picture is approciate for γ P 1. To determine t1�s� is on the
upper or lower complex plane, the second derivative of S1 at these two points has to
be calculated:

∂2S

∂t21
W
t1�t1s

�
∂2S

∂t21
W
t1�ti

�
∂3S1
∂t31

W
t1�ti

�t1s � ti� � �i»2IpSE�ti�S. (3.23)

To ensure e�iS does not diverge, we choose t1 � ti � i
»

2Ip~SE�ti�S with the integra-
tion path parallel to the real time axis and S���p�s�, t, t1�St�t1�s� � �i»2IpSE�ti�S. By
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expanding S�p�s�, t, t1�s�� up to third order around t1�s� � ti, we can obtain

S�p�s�, t, t1�s�� � S�p�s�, t, ti� � i

3
�2Ip� 3

2SE�ti�S , (3.24)

and the imaginary part is the action S�p�s�, t, t1�s�� with the contour time integra-
tion from t1�s� to ti as shown in Fig. 3.1 (b). However, the stationary phase point
coincides with the singularity of dx�p�s� �A�t1�� at t1�s� because of the long range
tail exp��»2Ipr� of the ground state. This long range tail together with plane wave
exp�ik � r� would result in 2Ip � �p �A�t1��2 in the denominator [122]. Here we use
the 3D Hydrogen-like 1s state as an example:

dx�p �A�t1��E�t1� � iC�Ip��px �A�t1��E�t1���p �A�t1��2 � 2Ip�3 � �
iC�Ip�

16�S���p, t, t1�s���2�t1 � t1�s��3 ,

(3.25)
where

C�Ip� � 27~2�2I5~4
p �

π
. (3.26)

There is a third-order pole at the stationary phase point. The stationary phase
approximation with a contour passing through the saddle point with the nth order
pole can be evaluated as [122]

Fn � S
C
dxF �x� e�ig�x��x � x�s��n � inF �x�s��Γ �n~2�2Γ �n� � 2π

g���x�s���
1~2�2g���x�s���n~2e�ig�x�s��

(3.27)
The contour of the integration over t1 evaluated from t0 to t (thick lines in Fig. 3.1
(a)) can be deformed to go through the saddle point t1�s� (red dashed line in Fig. 3.1
(a)) and the integral can be evaluated:

S
t

t0
dt1 dx�p�s� �A�t1��E�t1�e�iS�p�s�,t,t1� � �πiC�Ip� Q

t1�s�

e�iS�p�s�,t,t1�s��

32S���p�s�, t, t1�s�� . (3.28)

Therefore, together with Eq. 3.18, 3.23 and 3.24, the time dependent dipole moment
can be written as [123]

d�t� �Q
ti

aion�ti�apr�t, ti�arec�t� � c.c., (3.29)
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where

aion�ti� � πC�Ip�
32
»

2IpSE�ti�S exp � � �2Ip�3~2

3SE�ti�S 	
apr�t, ti� � � 2πi

t � ti
�3~2

exp � � i

2 S
t

ti
�p�s��t, ti� �A�t���2dt� � iIp�t � ti�	

arec�t� � d�x�p�s� �A�t��.
(3.30)

are the transition amplitudes related to ionization, propagation and recombination
process. In this expression, the contribution of the propagation of the quasiclassical
trajectory is also factorized into two part as shown in Eq. 3.24 and Fig. 3.1 (b). First,
the effect of quantum tunneling from t1�s� to ti is described in the exponential term of
aion�ti�, resulting in the ADK ionization rate Saion�ti�S2 developed by Ammosov, Delone
and Krainov [124]. Second, the propagation of the classical trajectory, which follows
classical dynamics, from ti to t is presented in apr�t, ti�. Although the expression in Eq.
3.30 is derived from the Hydrogen-like ground state wavefunction, only the prefactor
of aion�ti� changes if we use different ground state wavefunctions.

t1(s) t1(s)

t1(s)

ti t

(a) (b)

Re(t’)

Im(t’)

Re(t )1

Im(t )1

t0 t

Figure 3.1: (a) The contour of the integration with respect to the ionization time t1 (Eq. 3.28)
is shown as a red dash line, and the original integration path is from t0 to t along
the thick black line on the real axis. (b) The countour of the time integration in
the action S�p�s�, t, t1�s��.

The detailed form of Eq. 3.30 depends on the properties of the chosen system,
including the dimension and the initial-state wavefunctions, which is decided by the
atomic potential. The dimension only affects the exponent in apr. When the 1D system
is considered, this exponent is 1~2 rather than 3~2. For any kind of effective atomic
potential, the bound-continuum transition always presents a singularity at the saddle
point t1 � t�1s� of the action action S�p�s�, ti, t1� due to the long-range behavior of the
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potential [122]. Therefore, the stationary phase analysis still holds. The tunneling
time, the exponential factor of tunneling amplitude aion and the propagation phase of
apr does not explicitly depend on the mathematical form of the potential. For example,
we consider a 1D system with the soft potential

V �x� � � Zeffº
x2 � a2

. (3.31)

and two uncorrelated electrons. The electron in the first excited state is treated as the
outer most electron, and then the wavefunction has the asymptotic behavior

lim
SxS�ª

`xSΨoute � xe�»2IpSxS, (3.32)

resulting in the approximated bound-continuum dipole transition matrix element

dx�p �A�t1�� � 1 � 8�p �A�t1��2��p �A�t1��2 � 2Ip�2 . (3.33)

There is a second-order pole at the saddle point and the integration over t1 can be
evaluated using Eq. 3.27. Finally, the ionization amplitude can be rewritten as

aion�t, ti� � C̃�Ip, p�s��E�ti�SE�ti�S 32 exp � � �2Ip�3~2

3SE�ti�S 	 (3.34)

where C̃�Ip, p�s�� is a constant depending on Ip and the canonical momentum p�s�.

To calculate the HHG spectrum, we perform the Fourier transform of the time
dependent dipole (or dipole acceleration) moment

D̃�Ω� � S dtD�t�eiΩt (3.35)

The main contribution of this integration can also be extracted by the stationary phase
approximation with respect to t from the phase of `ΦG�t�SxSΦc�t�e and the phase of
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the emitted radiation:

Ω �
1
2
�p�s��t, ti� �A�t�	2

� Ip�1 � ∂ti
∂t

�
�

1
2
�p�s��t, ti� �A�t�	2

� Ip�1 � A�t� �A�ti�
E�ti��t � ti�	.

(3.36)

This condition shows the energy conservation law in the recombination process in the
simple man model except for a correction term. In the strong field limit Up Q Ip, the
cutoff energy is modified to be Ωcutoff � 3.17Up � 1.32Ip [13]. The stationary phase
condition from the other complex conjugate term `Φc�t�SxSΦG�t�e does not contribute
to the emitted radiation and can be neglected.
In conclusion, despite some assumptions, the stationary phase approximation with

respect to t1, p, and t for the Lewenstein model provides us a physical connection to the
tunneling ionization, propagation along the classical trajectories, and photon-emitted
recombination in Corkum’s three step model. The direct numerical solution of time-
dependent Schrödinger equation and the extended model is needed for more complicated
situations, such as the additional use of high frequency laser, many-electron effects,
and the population of more than one bound state. In these complicated situations, the
stationary phase condition would be different or not able to describe some phenomena
as shown in the following chapter.

3.2 TDCIS for wavepacket propagation

In the light-induced dynamics, an electronic hole is produced photoionization or
tunneling ionization, and can be transferred to other electronic shells by the lights.
The hole transfer process is the result of the rearrangement of electrons. Therefore, the
light-induced dynamics involves an inner-outer-shell two-electron effect. We formulate
this time-dependent process using a two-electron one-dimensional model system:

H�t� � T1 � T2 �H1 �H2 �Hee � V �t�, (3.37)

where Ti is the kinetic operator, Hi is an effective atomic potential [125, 126], Hee

is the 1D Coulomb interaction between electrons, and the external potential V �t� �
�E�t��z1 � z2� is laser-electron interaction in the dipole approximation. Since rare
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gases are closed-shell atoms, the electronic ground state is spin singlet. However, in
this effective two electron model, the ground state is chosen as a spin-triplet state
(S � 1) in such a way that the two active electrons do not fill in the same orbital.

A time-dependent configuration interaction singles provides an efficient treatment of
different many-body effects and coupled-channel behavior[83]. Configuration-interaction
(CI) is a common post-Hartree-Fock method. The wave function is constructed by
the Slater determinant basis which contains the Hartree-Fock ground state and the
particle-hole configurations generated by exciting electrons from the filled orbitals
to virtual ones. Because in the light-induced hole dynamics we consider one ionized
electron which may come from different orbitals, TDCI-Singles is the most suitable
approach. In our system, we will neglect the laser magnetic field effects and relativistic
effects, the total spin and its projection on z direction is a conserved quantity. Without
loss of generality, we only consider the case Sz � 1 and neglect the spin indices because
the electric dipole transition does not change the spin configuration. The ground state
and the single excitations can be written as:

SΦ0e � ĉ†
2ĉ

†
1S0e, (3.38)

SΦai e � ĉ†
aĉiSΦ0e, (3.39)

where S0e is the vacuum state with ĉ†
p,ĉp being creation and annihilation operators of

the corresponding spin orbitals Sϕpe. Here and in the following, indices i,j,k,l,... are
used for spatial orbitals that are occupied in SΦ0e. Unoccupied (virtual) orbitals are
symbolized by indices a,b,c,..., whereas for general orbitals (occupied or unoccupied)
indices p,q,r,s,... are employed.

With the use of Hartree-Fock and the CIS basis, the many-body wave packet is given
by the ansatz, SΨ, te � α0�t�SΦ0e �Q

i
Q
a

αai �t�SΦai e (3.40)

with initial conditions α0�t0� � 1 and αai �t0� � 0. For the atomic system interacting
with laser field E�t� linearly polarized along the z axis, the time-dependent many-body
Hamiltonian can be written as:

Ĥ�t� � Ĥ0 � Ĥ1 �E�t�ẑ, (3.41)
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where Ĥ0 is the one-particle Hamiltonian with orbital energies εp,

Ĥ0 �Q
p

εpĉ
†
pĉp. (3.42)

Here Ĥ0 is chosen as the N-electron Fock operator and Ĥ1 � V̂
C
� V̂ �HF �, where

V̂ C
�

1
2 Q
p,q,r,s

vp,q,r,sĉ
†
pĉ

†
q ĉsĉr (3.43)

is the Coulomb two-body operator with the matrix element

vpqrs � S S dx1dx2ϕ
�

p�x1�ϕ�q�x2�r�1
12ϕr�x1�ϕs�x2�, (3.44)

and
V̂ �HF �

�Q
p,q

�Q
i

vp,i�q,i�¡ ĉ†
pĉq (3.45)

represents the interaction with the Hartree-Fock mean-field. Any one-body operator
D̂, such as dipole operator ẑ, with matrix element Dpq with respect to orbital p and q
in second quantization reads

D̂ �Q
pq

Dpq ĉ
†
pĉq. (3.46)

Inserting the ansatz Eq. 3.40 into the time-dependent Schrödinger equation and
projecting the resulting expression onto SΦ0e and SΦai e, respectively. The coupled
channel equation can be written as [83]:

iα̇0 � �E�t�Q
i,a

αai zia (3.47)

iα̇ai � �εa � εi�αai � Q
i�,a�

αa
�

i� �vii�aa� � viai�a���E�t��α0zai �Q
a�
αa

�

i zaa� �Q
i�
αai�zii�¡ (3.48)

To understand the hole dynamics and the corresponding wavepacket propagating in
the real space, a time-dependent orbital Sχi, te that collects all the single excitations
originating from the occupied orbital Sχi, te � Pa αai �t�Sϕae is introduced [83]. The
equation of motion can be written as:

iα̇0 � �E�t�Q
i

`ϕiSẑSχi, te (3.49)
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i
∂

∂t
Sχie � �Ĥ0 � εi�Sχie �Q

i�
P̂�K̂i�i � Ĵi�i�Sχ�ie �E�t�P̂ ẑ�α0Sϕie � Sχie� �E�t�Q

i�
zi�iSχi�e,
(3.50)

where Ĵi�i and K̂i�i are, respectively, generalized Coulomb and exchange operators
associated with the orbitals Sϕie and Sϕ�ie:

vai�a�i � ` ϕa S Ĵi�i S ϕa� e (3.51)

vai�ia� � ` ϕa S K̂i�i S ϕa� e, (3.52)

and P̂ is a projection operator defined as P̂ � Pa Sϕae`ϕaS � I � Pi Sϕie`ϕiS. This
establishes a system of a linear, coupled equations for different hole channels. Different
kind of coupling can be easily understood and even removed in Eq. 3.50 and Eq. 3.2.
For example, the second term in the right hand sides (RHS) of Eq. 3.50 represents
the channel-coupling due to electron-electron correlation and the fourth term there
represents the laser-driven channel-coupling. The transition between the ground state
and the electron-hole wavepacket is shown in the third terms in RHS of Eq. 3.50 as
well in Eq. 3.2. All information, including the physical observables, can be obtained
by calculating α0 and Sχie. For instance, the expectation value of an arbitrary spin-
independent one-body operator, such as the dipole operator and the dipole acceleration
operator, D̂ � Ppq dpq ĉ†

pĉq can be expressed as

`Ψ, tSD̂SΨ, te �Sα0S2Q
i

dii �Q
i

`χi, tSd̂Sχi, te �Q
i

diiQ
j

`χj , tSχj , te
�Q
ii�
dii�`χi� , tSχi, te � 2 Re�α0Q

i

`χi, tSd̂Sϕie� . (3.53)

We can obtain the HHG power spectrum by Fourier-transforming the time dependent
dipole or dipole acceleration as the same as Eq. 3.35. In order to understand the
dynamics of ionic states deeply we can construct the reduced density matrix of the
residual ion by tracing all singly excited states with the same ionic hole of the total
density matrix ρ̂�t� [83, 71, 127]:

ρ
�ion�
ii� �t� �Q

a

`Ψai Sρ̂�t�SΨai�e � `χi, tSχi� , te, (3.54)
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ρ̂�t� � SΨ, te`Ψ, tS. (3.55)

The diagonal term ρ
�ion�
ii is the probability of forming a hole in orbital Sϕie, or in other

words, forming an ion from orbital Sϕie. Therefore, the conservation of the norm in
TDCIS can be expressed as

Sα0�t�S2 �Q
i

ρ
�ion�
ii �t� � 1. (3.56)

The off-diagonal matrix elements ρ�ion�ij can be interpreted as the coherence. To account
for the decay of the i-th inner shell vacancy in the TDCIS formalism, we can introduce
a phenomenological decay term with decay width Γi to Eq. 3.50 [128]:

i
∂

∂t
Sχie � �Ĥ0�εi�i

Γi
2
�Sχie�Q

i�
P̂�K̂i�i�Ĵi�i�Sχ�ie�E�t�P̂ ẑ�α0Sϕie�Sχie��E�t�Q

i�
zi�iSχi�e.
(3.57)

When the decay is taken into consideration, Eq. 3.56 fails because the problem we treat
becomes an open system.

The numerical results presented in the main text are obtained using an 1D effective
central potential and effective electron-electron repulsive potential [125, 126]

Veff�z� � Zeff»
z2 � z2

c

Vee�z1, z2� � Zee»�z1 � z2�2 � z2
e

(3.58)

with parameters Zeff,Zee,zc, and ze that reproduce the experimental ionization energies
and the excitation energies of the selected system. Eq. 3.44 should be rewritten as

vpqrs � S S dz1dz2ϕ
�

p�z1�ϕ�q�z2�Vee�z1, z2�ϕr�z1�ϕs�z2�. (3.59)

The parameters of the systems we consider are presented in Table 3.1. We consider
two kinds of models: the correlated TDCIS model and the independent particle
approximation (IPA), which is the special case of the TDCIS model with Zee � 0. The
finite difference method is employed with the boundary at z � �zmax with grid points
Ng. In the time propagation procedure, the 4th-order Runge-Kutta method is used
and masking function is applied in each time step as the absorber of outgoing parts of
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the wave packet outside some large distance Ra in order to remove the reflection effect
due to numerical boundary condition. Consequently, conservation of the norm (Eq.
3.56) does not hold anymore and instead the ionization probability after the laser field
ceases can be obtained :

Pion,ab � 1 � lim
t�ª

�Sα0�t�S2 �Q
i

ρ
�ion�
ii �t��. (3.60)

Although the artificial absorber is applied in the numerical calculation, the physical
quantities which are defined in the finite volume, such as time-dependent dipole and the
HHG power spectrum, can be directly obtained from the time-dependent wavefunction.
However, the quantities such as photoelectron spectrum, which is related to the outgoing
wavepackets, are affected by the boundary conditions of the computational box and
any kinds of absorber. In the following section, we will introduce the t-SURFF method,
in which the asymptotic information of the outgoing wavepackets can be accumulated
during the time propagation, to calculate the photoelectron spectrum.

Atom energy level Zeff zc Zee ze zmax grid point Ng

Ne 2s-2p 1.795 0.7 0 any 200 1500
Ne 2s-2p 2 0.755 1 9 200 1500
Ar 2s-3p 1.965 0.158 2.965 0.113 200 1500
Kr 3d-4p 1.05 0.128 0 any 200 1400
Kr 3d-4p 2 0.288 1 0.4 200 1400

Table 3.1: Parameters in the soft potentials defined in Eq. 3.58 for different systems. Zee � 0
corresponds to the independent particle approximation.

3.3 t-SURFF for photoionization spectrum

To calculate photoelectron spectra with a particular hole in the ion, we need to evaluate
the transition amplitude between a modified Volkov state and the outgoing muti-
channel wavepacket, `χk,i�t� Sχi�t�e, at a time, t, long after all interactions have ceased.
The modified Volkov state in length gauge, Sχk,i�t�e, with momentum k includes an
additional phase-factor for a hole at the orbital Sϕie, and it satisfies the equation

i
∂

∂t
Sχk,i�t�e � �1

2
©̂

2
� εi �E�t�ẑ� Sχk,i�t�e � Ĥi�t�Sχk,i�t�e. (3.61)
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Here Ĥi�t� represents the modified Volkov Hamiltonian for the electron moving in
the external laser field with a hole fixed at the orbital Sϕie. As mentioned in the
previous section, the photoelectron spectrum cannot be obtained directly from the
time-dependent wavefunction because of the absorber. To avoid the problem, one
solution is using a large box size so that the outgoing wavepackets are not absorbed
after the end of the external interaction. However, the photoelectron wavepacket will
propagate far away from the atom during the interaction, so the large box size as well as
many grid points are needed and will increase numerical difficulty especially for a long
pulse. The distance the photoelectron wavepacket propagates is proportional to the
velocity and the pulse duration T , hence the Hamiltonian size needed is proportional
to T 2nEnk , where n is the dimension of the system.

To overcome the difficulty of the calculation with a large box and the effect of
absorber, we adapt the time-dependent surface flux (t-SURFF) [90, 93] method to the
multi-channel TDCIS formalism. The basic idea of the t-SURFF method is to convert
the spatial integration into the temporal integration of the flux through a surface
[94, 95]. First, we define the overlap from a large distance Rc to infinity between the
modified Volkov state and the wavepacket in a given channel, i, by a stepfunction:

Ak,i�Rc, t� � ` χk,i�t� S θ�Rc� S χi�t� e � SSrSARc d�3�r χ�k,i�r, t�χi�r, t�, (3.62)

that converges to the transition amplitude ` χk,i�t� S χi�t� e for sufficiently large time
Tc. Eq. 3.62 can also be written as

Ak,i�Rc, Tc� � S Tc

t0
dt
d

dt
`χk,i�t�Sθ�Rc�Sχi�t�e

� S
Tc

t0
dt �� d

dt
`χk,i�t�S� θ�Rc�Sχi�t�e � `χk,i�t�Sθ�Rc� d

dt
Sχi�t�e� . (3.63)

If we neglect correlation effects and the ionic potential outside Rc, then the time-
dependent wavepacket Sχi�t�e follows the equation of motion

i
∂

∂t
Sχi�t�e � Ĥi�t�Sχi�t�e �E�t�Q

j

zij Sχj�t�e. (3.64)

In addition to the modified Volkov Hamiltonian, there is another term which makes
different channels coupled to each other by laser field. With Eq. 3.61, 3.63 and 3.64, we
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can convert Ak,i�Rc, Tc� from the spatial integration at Tc to the temporal integration:

Ak,i�Rc, Tc�
�iS

Tc

t0
dt`χk,i�t�S <@@@@>Ĥi�t�θ�Rc�Sχi�t�e �Q

j

θ�Rc� �Ĥi�t�δij �E�t�zij� Sχj�t�e=AAAA?
�iS

Tc

t0
dt`χk,i�t�S�Ĥi�t�, θ�Rc��Sχi�t�e � iQ

j

zij S
Tc

t0
dtE�t�`χk,i�t�Sθ�Rc�Sχj�t�e

� � S
Tc

t0
dtJk,i�Rc, t� � S Tc

t0
dtKk,i�Rc, t�

(3.65)

We gain two terms and the first term is the time integration of the flux

Jk,i�Rc, t� � 1
2i
��χ�k,i�r, t�∂rχi�r, t� � χi�r, t�∂rχ�k,i�r, t�� RRRRRRRRRRRRc (3.66)

through the boundary Rc from t0 to Tc as indicated in [90, 129]. Compared with the
previous work [129], the second term is new and its integrand

Kk,i�Rc, t� � iQ
j

zij S
Tc

t0
dtE�t�` χk,j�t� S θ�Rc� S χj�t� ee�i�εi�εj�t (3.67)

represents the channel-coupling of the TDCIS via laser field after the electronic
wavepackets pass though Rc [95]. This contribution is missing in the integration
of the flux at Rc. This channel-coupling term can be viewed as an external source from
other channels, when the states of the ion makes a transition. In other words, if the
field-driven transition between two different ionic states plays the role in the physical
process, this channel-coupling term cannot be neglected. In case of the photoelectron
spectrum measured in coincidence with parent ions, this term is especially important.
Therefore, the schematic of the TDCIS-tSRUFF method can be described in Fig. 3.2.
The t-SURFF integral equation

Ak,i�Rc, Tc� � �S Tc

t0
dtJk,i�Rc, t� � S Tc

t0
dtKk,i�Rc, t� (3.68)

is numerically evaluated with χi�r, t� determined by TDCIS under the initial condition
Ak,i�Rc, t0� � 0. Finally, the momentum spectrum σk,i�k� and energy spectrum σE,i�E�
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for the channel i are given by

σk,i�k� � SAk,i�Rc, Tc�S2 (3.69)

σE,i�E� � Q
SkS�º2E

σk�k�SkS . (3.70)

The total ionization probability can be obtained by the integration of the spectrum

Pion,t-SURFF �Q
i
S dEσE,i�E�. (3.71)
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of TDCIS-tsurff method is shown. The transition amplitude is composed
of the flux terms, which collects all information about the normal Volkov propagation
of wave packets, and the channel-coupling terms, which exist even though the wave
packets propagate away from Rc.

Numerically, the procedure of the wavefunction propagation is the same as what we
mention in the previous section, and the t-SURFF integral equation is implemented
in each time step. The surface Rc for counting flux should be large enough so that
the ionic potential and the correlation effect can be neglected, and smaller than the
beginning of the absorber Ra. The convergent results should not depend on the choice
of Rc and can be double-checked with the comparison of the total ionization probability
using Pion,ij and Pion,t-SURFF.

To understand the importance of the channel-coupling term in the t-SURFF integral
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Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic of the photoelectron spectra with additional pulse with 2s-2p resonant
frequency of Neon atom. (b) The numerical results from the TDCIS-tsurff integral
equation (Eq. 3.68) (c) The numerical results from the TDCIS-tsurff integral
equation without channel coupling term.

equation, we perform a calculation of 1D Neon atom interacting with two-color pulse
with one frequency closed or equal to the Ne 2s-2p resonant energy. In Fig. 3.3 (a), the
schematic of the two color XUV field ionization with one frequency equal to the Ne
2s-2p resonant energy is presented. The first XUV pulse has the frequency ω1 � 69 eV
with bandwidth 7.5 eV and directly ionizes the electron from the outer valence shell
(2p), as indicated as the pathway (I). The frequency of the second XUV pulse ω2 is set
to the Ne 2s-2p resonant energy ε � 21.65 with the narrow bandwidth 0.25 eV, and this
resonant pulse can transfer the hole from the outer valence shell to the inner valence
shell (2s) as indicated as pathway (II). The numerical results of the photoelectron
spectrum with the inner hole are presented in Fig. 3.3 (b), in which the spectra shows
the peak with central energy ω1 � Ip � 45.35 eV and does not depend on Rc. However,
if the channel-coupling term is not included in the t-SURFF integral equation, the
results are incorrect and strongly depend on Rc as shown in Fig. 3.3 (c). Therefore, the
channel-coupling term plays an important role in Eq. 3.68 if there is a resonant field.
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A similar schematic is shown but with ω2 blue detuned away from the resonance in
Fig. 3.4 (a). With the energy conservation for the two photon absorption process, the
hole is moved from the 2p to 2s with additional energy transferred to the photoelectron
as indicated as pathway (III). In the numerical simulation, the detuning frequency
is set to be ωd � 1 eV, which is four times larger than the bandwidth of the second
pulse itself (0.25 eV) so that the resonance contribution is small. The numerical results
of the photoelectron spectrum with the inner hole are presented in Fig. 3.4 (b), in
which the peak is 1 eV shifted to higher energy compared with the peak in Fig. 3.4
(b). However, the results are incorrect if we remove the channel-coupling term in the
t-SURFF integral equation as shown in Fig. 3.4 (c). In conclusion, the channel-coupling
term is crucial if different channels are coupled via an external field, no matter this
coupling is resonant or non-resonant.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic of the photoelectron spectra with additional pulse with frequency
blue detuned away from Neon 2s-2p excitation energy. (b) The numerical results
from the TDCIS-tsurff integral equation (Eq. 3.68) (c) The numerical results from
the TDCIS-tsurff integral equation without channel coupling term.
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Chapter 4
XUV-assisted HHG

As discussed in 2.2, there are several ways to manipulate the HHG process from the
three step model point of view. For example, using additional low frequency field can
alter the classical trajectory, and furthermore break the half-cycle symmetry to enhance
the even harmonics in the case of noble gas atoms [104, 105, 130–132]. We can also use
additional XUV field to directly ionize the electron to continuum instead of tunneling
ionization [103, 133–135]. Here, we study a two-electron scheme for the HHG process
manipulated by an assisting resonant XUV pulse [136, 137]. As presented in Fig. 4.1
(a), during the excursion time of the electron from the valence shell moving in the
continuum, one can excite the inner-shell electron to the vacancy with the XUV pulse.
Then, the returning electron recombines into the inner-shell hole instead of the outer
shell hole and leads to an increase of the energy of the emitted HHG photon. This
XUV-assisted HHG provides the possibility to produce attosecond pulses at higher
energy region than normal HHG as shown in Fig. 4.1 (b). The HHG spectra driven by
an intense IR with (red solid line) and without (green dashed line) additional resonant
XUV pulse train are compared. A second plateau is shown between about 70th to
110th harmonic, and the sharp peaks in the 67th harmonic, which corresponds to the
central frequency of the XUV field, originates from the linear dipole response due to
the XUV field. The laser and the atomic parameters are listed in the next paragraph.
The detailed structure of the second plateau depends on the time delay between the
XUV and IR fields. Unlike normal XUV-IR pump-probe measurements, the roles of
each laser field in this scheme are ambiguous. The XUV pulse acts not only as a pump
to trigger the hole dynamics, which is probed by the rescattering electron wave packet,
but also a probe to detect the electron dynamics in continuum induced by the intense
IR field.
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We study this XUV-assisted HHG using TDCIS for an effective two-electron system
in a 1D model of Krypton. We mimic binding energies in our 1D model of the 3d and
4p shells of Krypton, which implies an ionization potential Ip � 14.0 eV and resonant
excitation energy ∆ε � 78.5 eV. In our 1D model system, the radial dipole transition
matrix element is 0.354 a.u. for the hole transition, while the real 3d � 4p transition
dipole is 3.9 � 10�2 a.u. in Krypton ions. The optical laser intensity is set to 1014

W/cm2 at a wavelength of 1064 nm. The XUV pulse has a Gaussian shape with a
central frequency of 67 times IR-frequency, FWHM � 280 as and a peak intensity of
1012 W/cm2. We study two cases: (A) few-cycle IR field + single XUV pulse and (B)
flat-top IR field + XUV pulse train. An extended semiclassical model and stationary
phase approximation beyond the strong field approximation (SFA) is presented to
interpret the results, where the XUV field is treated as a perturbation to explain the
hole dynamics on the sub-cycle time scale [136–138]. Our studies reveal discrepancies
between the TDCIS calculation and the SFA model. We propose a modification of
the stationary phase approximation in the extended SFA model. In the flat-top IR
field + XUV APT case, the effect of the repetition of XUV pulses on the inner shell
population is also discussed. The work presented in this chapter is sent for publication
submitted in Phys. Rev. A[96].
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Figure 4.1: Overview of XUV-assisted HHG scheme: (a) Schematic of the extended
three-step model of XUV-assisted HHG (b) HHG spectrum for the IR laser with
(red solid line) and without (green dash line) XUV-PT.
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4.1 Extended three step model

To describe the different mechanisms of the HHG photon with additional core-valence
excitation, we treat the XUV field ae perturbation theory to the Lewenstein’s semi-
classical calculation. The strong IR field first interacts with the atom to produce an
electron-hole state before the XUV resonant interaction. The other time ordering can be
neglected because the IR field is incapable of pulling the highly energetic XUV-ionized
electron back to produce HHG. The two-electron Schrödinger equation takes the form:

�Ĥ0 � ĤIR�t� � λĤXUV�t��SΦ�t�e � i ∂
∂t
SΦ�t�e, (4.1)

where Ĥ0 � ĥ0 a 1̂ � 1̂ a ĥ0 represents the the atomic electronic structure, ĤIR �

ĥIR a 1̂ � 1̂ a ĥIR � EIR�t�ẑ1 � EIR�t�ẑ2 is the interaction with the IR laser, and
ĤXUV � ĥXUVa 1̂� 1̂a ĥXUV � EXUV�t�ẑ1�EXUV�t�ẑ2 is the interaction with the XUV
field. Here we use capital letters to represent two-particle operators and small letters to
represent one-particle operators. In the semiclassical model, we consider uncorrelated
dynamics and represent the wave function as Slater determinant. The one-electron
states are represented as the core state S1e with energy ε1, valence state S2e with energy
ε2 (ionization potential Ip � �ε2), and the continuum states with canonical momentum
p and vector potential A�t� at time t is Sk�t�e � Sp�A�t�e. The related transition matrix
element is `2SzS1e � z12, `kSzS1e � d1�k�, and `kSzS2e � d2�k�. The relevant two-particle
state can be written as the ground state S1,2e � 2�1~2�S1ea S2e � S2ea S1e� with energy
E0 � ε1 � ε2, the states with one electron in the momentum k and the other one in
the inner shell S1, ke � 2�1~2�S1ea Ske � Skea S1e�, and the states with the electron in the
momentum k and the other one in the outer shell S2, ke � 2�1~2�S2ea Ske � Skea S2e�.
To calculate the time dependent wavefunction, we treat the XUV interaction as a

perturbation and split the wave function in the unperturbed part SΦIR�t�e and the
perturbed part SΦXUV�t�e:

SΦ�t�e � SΦIR�t�e � λSΦXUV�t�e. (4.2)

Here SΦIR�t�e satisfies the equation without the XUV field

i
∂

∂t
SΦIR�t�e � �Ĥ0 � ĤIR�t��SΦIR�t�e. (4.3)
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Following the derivation in Chapter 3, we can get the solution of this 0th order equation
with strong field approximation:

SΦIR�t�e � e�iE0�t�t0�S 1,2e � S a1,k�t�S1, kedk � SΦG�t�e � SΦc�t�e, (4.4)

a1,k�t� � �iS dt1e
�iS̃1�t,t1,p�S dp`p �A�t�SĥIR�t1�S2e. (4.5)

where S̃1�t, t1, p� � R tt1 dt� 1
2�p � A�t���2 � ε2�t � t1� � E0�t1 � t0� is the semi-classical

action, and ΦG�t� is the time dependent ground state wave function and Φc�t� is
the time dependent continuum state wave function. To get the HHG spectrum, we
need to calculate the time dependent dipole moment, neglecting the contribution from
continuum-continuum interaction [13]

`Φ�t�SzSΦ�t�e � `ΦG�t�SzSΦc�t�e � c.c.

� �iS
t

t0
dt1S dp`2SzSp �A�t�e`p �A�t1�SzS2eEIR�t1�e�iS1�t,t1,p� � c.c.

�Q
ti

1º
i
�aion�ti, IP �apr�t, ti, IP �arec�t, ti, Ip�� � c.c.,

(4.6)

where S1�t, t1, p� � S̃1�t, t1, p��E0�t�t0� � R tt1 dt� ��p�t, t�� �A�t���2~2 � Ip� and Ip � �ε2
is the ionization potential. In the last line, we use the saddle point method and do the
Taylor expansion near the ionization time t1 � ti as show in Chapter 3. The integral
can be factorized into several terms according to the three step model [123]. Here aion,
apr, and arec represent the amplitudes of the tunneling ionization, the propagation after
tunneling and the recombination. The mathematical detail of these three amplitudes
were shown in Chapter 3. After the Fourier transform, we can get the unperturbed
HHG spectrum.

The the wavefunction of the perturbed part SΦX�t�e satisfies the 1st order equation:

i
∂

∂t
SΦX�t�e � �Ĥ0 � ĤIR�t��SΦX�t�e � ĤX�t�SΦIR�t�e. (4.7)

Solving the inhomogeneous differential equation (4.7) with the initial condition SΦXUV�t0�e �
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0 at the time before the laser field, we formally get

SΦX�t�e � �iS t

t0
dt�ÛIR�t, t��ĤX�t��SΦIR�t��e, (4.8)

where ÛIR�t, t�� � ûIR�t, t�� a 1̂ � 1̂ a ûIR�t, t�� is the propagator of the unperturbed
system Ĥ0�ĤIR�t�. We assume that the XUV field only makes the resonance transition
between S1e and S2e, and then the dominant dipole dgx�t� � `Φg�t�SzSΦX�t�e term can
be approximated by the stationary approximation for p � p�s�

dgx�t� � � S t

t0
dt1S

t

t1
dt2S dp`1SzSp �A�t�e`p �A�t1�SĥIR�t1�S2e`2SĥXUV�t2�S1e

� exp��iS2�t, t2, t1, p��
� � S

t

t0
dt1d2�ps �A�t1��EIR�t1�ãpr�t, t1�ãrec�t, t1�axuv�t1, t�,

(4.9)

where S̃2�t, t2, t1, p� � S1�t, t1, p� � �ε2 � ε1��t � t2�. Here
axuv�t1, t� � S t

t1
dt2z12EXUV�t2�ei∆εt2 (4.10)

with ∆ε � ε2 � ε1, and the propagation and recombination amplitudes are different
from Eq. 3.30:

ãpr�t, t1� � � 2πi
t � t1

�1~2
e�iS2�t,t1,ps�

ãrec�t, t1� � d�1�ps �A�t�� (4.11)

with S2�t, t1, ps� � S1�t, t1, ps� � �ε2 � ε1�t. The physical interpretation is that the
outer shell electron first ionized at t1 and then propagates in the continuum. At
t2, the inner shell electron is excited to the outer shell hole such that the electronic
hole is transferred from the outer shell to the inner shell. Finally, the electron in the
continuum recombines to the inner shell hole at time t. The term axuv�t1, t� can be
interpreted as the transition amplitude of the electron transferring from the inner
orbital to the outer orbital during the time the ionized electron is in the continuum.
The absolute value of axuv is the possibility of transferring an electron from the inner
to the outer shell. Because we will analyze how the time delay τ , or the phase delay
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δ � 2πτ~TIR, between the XUV and IR field affect the HHG spectrum, axuv can be
denoted as axuv�t1, t, τ� or axuv�t1, t, δ�. The saddle point of S2 gives the cut-off for
the second plateau 3.17Up �∆ε � 1.32Ip. The dipole acceleration can be obtained by
calculating `Φ�t�S��∂V �z�~∂z�SΦ�t�e and the derivation does not change except for the
recombination matrix element, in which the operator z is replaced by �∂V �z�~∂z.
To incorporate the XUV evolved transition in the strong-field approximation, we

redefine the phase factor S2 by moving the XUV transition matrix element into the
exponent:

S2,X�t, t1, p�s�, τ� � S2�t, t1, p�s�� � SX�t, t1, τ�, (4.12)

where
SX�t, t1, τ� � i lnaxuv�t, t1�. (4.13)

Then, the stationary phase requirement with respect to the ionization time t1 yields an
additional contribution ∂SX�t, t1, τ�~∂t1 � �iη�t1, τ�, so that the condition of stationary
phase reads

∂SX
∂t1

W
t1�s�

� �
�p �A�t1�s���2

2
� Ip � iη�t1�s�, τ� � 0, (4.14)

where
η�t1, τ� � 1

axuv�t, t1� ∂axuv�t, t1�∂t1
. (4.15)

If axuv changes slowly so that axuv�t, t1�s�� � axuv�t, ti� and η�t1�s�, τ� � η�t1, τ�P Ip,
the contribution of the XUV fields to the stationary phase equation Eq. 4.14 can be
neglected and axuv can be treated as a constant with respect to t1 in Eq. 4.9. The
assumption of the slowly-varying function axuv mentioned above can be expressed as

W∂axuv
∂t1

�t, t1 � ti�WP W 1
Im�t1�s��axuv�t, ti�W

W∂axuv
∂t1

�t, t1 � ti�WP SIpaxuv�t, ti�S, (4.16)

which indicates that axuv has to vary slowly on the time scales of the tunneling time
and I�1

p . It is worth noting that Im�t1�s�� � 250 as and I�1
p � 50 as, and the tunneling

time is larger than the period of the XUV photon. Therefore, the mathematical form
of this slowly-varying function condition is similar to the slowly varying envelope
approximation, in which the envelope of a forward-travelling wave pulse varies slowly
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in time compared to a period. For XUV pulses satisfiying Eq. 4.16, the dipole
expectation value Eq. 4.9 can then be approximated by applying a series of saddle-point
approximations, similar to those that led to Eq. 4.6. In this simplified case we get

dgx�t� �Q
ti

aion�t, ti�ãpr�t, ti�ãrec�t, ti�axuv�t, ti�. (4.17)

The XUV resonant excitation has two major implications for the semi-classical descrip-
tion: the additional phase in ãpr representing the inner hole propagation; the addition of
the transition amplitude axuv, which is a real quantity in the rotating wave approxima-
tion (RWA). If the pulse shape EX of the XUV field EXUV�t� � EX�t�τ� cos�ωx�t�τ��
is short, so that Eq. 4.16 is not satisfied, a more detailed analysis is required. For
example, if the pulse shape is given by a Gaussian function

EX�t � τ� � Exe��t�τ�2~τ2
x (4.18)

with central frequency ωx �∆ε, then

axuv�t, t1� � z12Exτxe
�iωxτ

2
�ºπ

2
� erf� t1 � τ

τx
�	 (4.19)

where erf is the error function. In the above equation, the RWA is applied and only
the negative frequency component of the XUV field is considered:

E
���
XUV �t� � 1

2
EX�t � τ� exp��iωx�t � τ��. (4.20)

In the case of attosecond pulses, τx is small compared to the optical period and the
error function grows quickly along the imaginary direction t1�s� when ionization time
is close to the center of the XUV pulse Re�t1� � τ :

erf�i Im�t1�s��
τx

	� exp �� Im�t1�s��
τx

�2	 (4.21)

Therefore, axuv should be considered in the stationary phase requirement for the
ionization time t1. The stationary phase conditions are therefore strongly modified
when the attosecond pulse overlaps with the IR induced ionization time. The effect
of the pulse-shape of the XUV field on the stationary phase behavior and the HHG
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spectrum will be discussed in the next section.

4.2 Few cycle IR field with single resonant XUV pulse

4.2.1 Comparison between TDCIS and semiclassical SFA model

When the few-cycle IR field is applied to an atomic gas, the peaks in the plateau of
the HHG spectrum depend on the carrier envelope phase (CEP) of the IR field. These
CEP-dependent structures can be explained as the sum of individual half-cycle bursts
and were observed in the experiments [139–141]. Here, we consider the HHG spectra
with a 4-cycle-pulse in addition with a single resonant XUV pulse as shown in Fig. 4.2.
The red dashed line shows the HHG spectrum generated by the driving cos-like IR pulse
and an XUV pulse with time delay τ � 0. For comparison, the green dashed line shows
the result by the same pulses with time delay τ � TIR~4, and the blue dash-dot line
shows the result for a sin-like IR pulse and an XUV pulse with zero time delay, τ � 0.
In addition to the normal HHG plateau, which runs up to approximately 40 harmonic
orders and only depends on the CEP of the IR field. There is a second plateau that
originates from the XUV resonant hole transition during the HHG process and that
depends on the XUV time delay, τ . How the structure of the second plateau changes
with respect to the time delay depends on the electron trajectories of the HHG process.
In Fig. 4.3 (a) and (b), we show the 2D plot of HHG spectra in the second plateau
region with cos-like and sin-like 4-cycle-pulse as a function of time delay, τ . Several
plateaus are observed with horizontal-stripe structures. The individual plateaus appear
with the brightest intensity at their corresponding lowest delay times (at the left part
of each plateau).
For cos-like IR pulse case in Fig. 4.3 (a), the main second plateau (I) extends up

to 110 harmonic for τ is between �0.5TIR and 0.2TIR, and up to 100 harmonic for τ
is between 0 and 0.7TIR. For the sin-like IR pulse case in Fig. 4.3 (b), the second
plateau (IV) appears up to harmonic 110 for τ is between �0.3TIR and 0.5TIR, and up
to harmonic 100 for τ is between 0.5TIR and 0.9TIR. These stripe structures can be
understood by analyzing the classical trajectories because the second plateau is only
generated when the excursion of the electron moving in the continuum overlaps with
the XUV pulse. To explain the structures we analyze the recombination energy as a
function of the ionization time and recombination time that result from the unperturbed
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of the XUV assisted HHG spectra in logarithmic scale using different
4-cycle driving IR fields and a single XUV resonant pulse with different time delay
τ : cos-like IR field, τ � 0 (red solid curve); cos-like IR field, τ � TIR~4 (green dashed
curve); sin-like IR field, τ � 0 (blue dot-dash curve). This figure is taken from [96]

case of an acting IR field only. Fig. 4.3 (c) and (d) plot the recombination energy as a
function of a given ionization time by red dots. Because of the one-to-one mapping of
ionization and recombination times as indicated in Chapter 2, the recombination energy
as a function of recombination time can be plotted by the green dots in Fig. 4.3 (c) and
(d). The horizontal-stripe structures and the corresponding classical trajectories that
are mainly allowed are both labelled as I-V. For example, if the time delay of the XUV
pulse falls in between the ionization and recombination times for the cutoff trajectories
I, the plateau region I in Fig. 4.3 (a) is generated. Likewise the cutoff trajectories of
region II are marked in Fig. 4.3 (c). A similar analysis holds for the sin-like IR pulse
shown in Fig. 4.3 (b) and (d). Furthermore, the recombination time as function of
electron returning energy is shown as the green dashed lines in 4.3 (a) and (b). When
the XUV pulse only overlaps with the excursion of long trajectories, the interference
between long and short trajectories is closed such that the peak structures disappear
in the area indicated as A-C. Therefore, the cutoff energy and the peak structures of
the second plateau reveal directly the excursion time of the electron trajectories in the
strong laser field. This idea can give us an one-to-one mapping from the HHG spectrum
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to the CEP of a few cycle pulse. Our results can give access to the time resolved
dynamics and provide us a tool for retrieval of intense few-cycle IR pulse structures
by the resonant XUV probe pulse. This kind of XUV-probe HHG spectroscopy can
help us to resolve some processes and configurations without the emission of photo- or
Auger-electrons [142].
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Figure 4.3: The upper panels are HHG power spectra for (a) cos-like and (b) sin-like short
IR laser fields with a single XUV pulse. The lower panels are the return energy
(in terms of the harmonic order with recombination to the inner shell) plotted as
a function of the ionization time (red filled circles) and the recombination time
(green open circles). The blue curves in the lower panels are the corresponding IR
field: cos-like (left) and sin-like (right). The arrows in (c) and (d) are the classical
trajectories mainly allowed and labelled with I-V. This figure is taken from [96]

To understand the structures, we perform the SFA calculation for the cos-like IR
field case. The dipole expectation value with approximation according to Eq. 4.9
and Eq. 4.10 for axuv leads to Fig. Fig. 4.4 (c). The dipole moment calculation with
approximation according to Eq. 4.17 and the slowly-varying function approximation
in axuv indicated as Eq. 4.16 leads to Fig. 4.4 (a). Both of these two plots show fast
background oscillation as the same as Fig. 4.3 (a) and (b). It is not surprising because
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axuv�t1, t, τ� contributes a phase factor ωxτ from the time delay of the XUV pulse. The
interference between the `ΦG�t�SzSΦXUV�t�e and its complex conjugate will introduce
the τ -dependent phase 2ωxτ , which results in signal modulation with respect to τ in
the background. This background oscillation can be eliminated with RWA, in which`ΦXUV�t�SzSΦG�t�e and the positive frequency component E���

XUV of EXUV are removed,
as shown in Fig. 4.4 (b) and (d).

Figure 4.4: The 2D plot of HHG spectra for the cos-like 4 cycle IR laser field with single
XUV pulse as a function of time delay in the second plateau region: (a) SFA with
SPA for both p and t1. (b) SFA with SPA for both p and t1 with rotating wave
approximation. (c) SFA with SPA for p (b) SFA with SPA for p with rotating
wave approximation on. (e) Independent particle approximation with the use of
short range potential with more than two bound states. (f) Independent particle
approximation with the use of short range potential with only two bound states.
This figure is modified from [96]
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Although the horizontal shape of the delay-dependent HHG spectra are well captured
by the SFA, the details of the substructures inside the horizontal stripes are different
between the TDCIS calculation and the SFA calculation. In the case of SFA with dipole
moment according to Eq. 4.9, shown in Fig. 4.4 (c) and (d), the local minima of the
second plateau show positive slopes as a function of time delay fo delay times around
τ � �0.4TIR and 0.1TIR as indicated by the regions marked with the black ellipse. In
the TDCIS calculation, shown in Fig. 4.3, there are more complex substructures. To
clarify the origin of the discrepancy between TDCIS calculation and SFA calculation,
we simplify our TDCIS to the independent particle approximation (IPA) with the use
of short range potential to more closely adapt the assumption of the SFA. Here we use
two kinds of short range potentials: V �x� � Ze�ax2 with Z � 5.38 and a � 2.03 resulting
in only two bound states [Fig. 4.4 (e)]; V �x� � Ze�ax2~ºx2 � b2 with Z � 1.07, a � 0.01
and b � 0.702 resulting in more than two-bound states. In the IPA with two bound
states only, the pattern shown in the black ellipse in Fig. 4.4 (f) is similar to the one in
Fig. 4.4 (c) and (d). On the contrary, when the short range potential supporting more
than two bound states is used, a more complex interference structure in the plateaus
is visible, as shown in Fig. 4.4 (e). Thus, we argue that the complex interferences in
the lower energy part of the plateaus in Fig. 4.3 (a) are due to bound excited state
population, while the more energetic part of the plateaus are well described by the
SFA model and exhibit (i) clear horizontal stripes and (ii) a positive slope on the left
side of the plateaus Fig. 4.3 (a) and (b). We have found that the detailed structures in
the plateaus are independent of the depletion of the ground state by direct ionization
with the XUV field by setting the XUV field equal to zero in the term coupling the
ground state to the continuum state of the TDCIS (Eq. 3.2),i.e.,

iα̇0 � �EIR�t�Q
i

`ϕiSẑSχi, te. (4.22)

Moreover, the fine structure in the plateaus is not affected by turning off the XUV
interaction term in Eq. 3.50,i.e., solving

i
∂

∂t
Sχie ��Ĥ0 � εi�Sχie �Q

i�
P̂�K̂i�i � Ĵi�i�Sχ�ie �EIR�t�P̂ ẑ�α0Sϕie � Sχie�

� �EIR�t� � �δi1δi�2 � δi2δi�1�EXUV�t��Q
i�
zi�iSχi�e. (4.23)
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Here the term δi1δi�2 � δi2δi�1 couples the XUV field to only the core-valence transition.
We can conclude that the structure is not resulting by inter-channel couping mediated
by the XUV field. Therefore, any bound excited state population is a result of strong
field excitation by the IR field rather than the coupling with the XUV field, at least at
the considered XUV intensities.

4.2.2 Modified tunneling time in the SFA

If axuv is assumed to be slowly varying, i.e. if we adopt the approximation for the
dipole moment of Eq. 4.17, then the stripes at delay times of around τ � �0.45TIR and
�0.35TIR with positive slopes vanish, as shown in Fig. 4.4 (a) and (b). These time
delays τ are close to the ionization time ti of the classical trajectories. Clearly, to fully
explain the structure of positive slopes structure of positive slopes marked by the black
ellipses in Fig. 4.4 (c), (d) and (f), the phase contribution SX�t, t1, τ� has to be taken
in the stationary phase approximation. To solve the stationary phase equation (Eq.
4.14), we expand the equation into Taylor series around ti:

∂S2,X�t, t1, p�s��
∂t1

RRRRRRRRRRRt1�t1�s�
�

∂S2,X
∂t1

RRRRRRRRRRRt1�ti �
∂2S2,X
∂t21

RRRRRRRRRRRt1�ti�t1�s� � ti� �
1
2
∂3S2,X
∂t31

RRRRRRRRRRRt1�ti�t1�s� � ti�2

� � Ip � iη0 � i2η2
0�t1�s� � ti� � � � 1

2
SE�ti�S2 � i4η3

0 � i
4η0
τ2
x

	�t1�s� � ti�2

�0.

(4.24)

In the above equation, we assume that t1 is closed to τ , so the η�t1, τ�, its first order,
and second order derivative can be approximated by

η�t1, τ� � η0 � η
2
0�t1 � τ� � �η3

0 �
η0
τ2
x

��t1 � τ�2 (4.25)

∂η

∂t1
� η2

0 � 2�η3
0 �

η0
τ2
x

��t1 � τ� (4.26)

∂2η

∂t21
� 2η3

0 � 2η0
τ2
x

(4.27)
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where η0 � η�τ, τ�. This constant η0 � τx reveals the XUV pulse-duration dependence.
With the use of infinite pulse duration, or a cw XUV field, η0 � 0 so that the stationary
equation reduces to that for the normal HHG. By solving the above stationary phase
equation, the solution

t1�s� � ti �
i2η2

0 �
»
�4η4

0 � 2�SE�ti�S2 � i8η3
0 � i8η0~τ2

x��Ip � iη0�SE�ti�S2 � i8η3
0 � i8η0~τ2

x

(4.28)

is obtained. The value of the solution determined by the laser parameters we use is
t1�s� � ti � 1.91 � 15.2i or 4.72 � 19.8i, and the solution in the upper complex plane
should be chosen so that the integration can results into a simple Gaussian integral
along a suitable contour, which is parallel to real the axis. Compared with the original
complex ionization time t1�s� � ti �

»
2Ip~SE�ti�S, which leads to t1�s� � ti � �24.0i at

the peak intensity, the new term SX changes both the real part and imaginary part
of the complex ionization time. The modified tunneling time, which is the imaginary
part of the complex ionization time, has a calibration of about 250 as from the original
tunneling time. Compared to the imaginary part, Re�t1�s�� does not deviate from ti

much, so we can assume Re�t1�s�� � ti. Then the time integration of hole transfer
amplitude

axuv�tr, t1�s�, τ� � eiωxτ2 S
tr

t1�s�
dt2EX�t2 � τ� (4.29)

inside SX�tr, t1�s�, τ� can be split into two parts axuv�tr, ti, τ��axuv�ti, ti�iIm�t1�s��, τ�:
the resonant hole transfer during the electron in the continuum

axuv�tr, ti, τ� � eiωxτ2
�S tr

τ
dt2EX�t2 � τ� �EX�0��ti � τ�	

�
eiωxτ

2
�τxºπ

2
� �ti � τ�	, (4.30)
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in which the integration is dealt with the first-order Taylor series for ti around ti � τ ;
and the resonant excitation during the tunneling process

axuv�ti, ti � iIm�t1�s��, τ�
�
eiωxτ

2
�S ti

t1�s�
dt2EX�t2 � ti� � S ti

t1�s�
dt2

∂EX�t2 � τ ��
∂τ �

W
τ ��ti

�τ � ti�	
�
eiωxτ

2
� � iS Im�t1�s��

0
dt�1 exp� t�21

τ2
x

� � � exp ��Im�t1�s���2

τ2
x

	 � 1¡�τ � ti�	,
(4.31)

in which the second line is the result of the first-order Taylor series for τ around τ � ti.
Here the XUV pulse is assumed to be a Gaussian shape (Eq. 4.18) and τx is assumed to
be much smaller than the duration of the trajectory so that the interval of integration
in Eq. (4.30) can be replaced by �τ,ª�. With the above expression, this complex
transition amplitude can be approximated by axuv�tr, t1�s�, τ� � eiωxτ�R � iI�~2, where

R �
τx
º
π

2
� exp ��Im�t1�s���2

τ2
x

	�τ � ti� (4.32)

and
I � �iS

Im�t1�s��
0

dt�1 exp� t�21
τ2
x

�. (4.33)

With the above expression, Eq. 4.13 can be written as

SX�tr, t1�s�, τ� � i� ln z � π
2
i � ln

º
R2 � I2 � iarctan R

I
� iωxτ	. (4.34)

It is worth noting that the transition amplitude of the hole transfer by the XUV
field during the quantum tunneling makes the phase Re�SX�tr, t1�s�, τ�� different from
Re�SX�tr, ti, τ�� � �ωxτ . In the case τ � ti, R � 10.4 is smaller than the absolute value
of the I, which is about 30.5, so we can apply the approximation arctan�R~I� � R~I
and the additional dipole phase contributed from the hole transfer during the tunneling
is

Re�SX�tr, t1�s�, τ�� �Re�SX�tr, ti, τ�� � �π2 � RI � �A �B�τ � ti�, (4.35)

where
A �

π

2
�

τx
º
π

2 R Im�t1�s��
0 dt�1 exp � t�21

τ2
x
� (4.36)
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and

B �

exp � �Im�t1�s���2

τ2
x

�
R Im�t1�s��

0 dt�1 exp � t�21
τ2
x
� . (4.37)

Therefore, when the XUV pulse sets in the vicinity of the start of the classical trajectory,
there is an additional phase which is linear to the time delay τ . When the XUV pulse
is far away from the ionization, η�t1, τ� is close to zero so that the stationary phase
behavior is independent of τ . The interference pattern in the second plateau originates
from the interference between short and long trajectories. In this case the additional
τ -dependent phase in Eq. 4.35 can be resolved as shown in Fig. 4.5 showing a zoomed-in
region of Fig. 4.4 (d). In Fig. 4.5, the black dotted curve shows the energy of the
emitted harmonics as a function of ionization time. When τ is close to tsi , the ionization
time of the short trajectories, the phase of the HHG interference pattern is

�Ω�tlr � tsr� � S2�tlr, tli, p�s�� � S2�tsr, tsi , p�s�� �A �B�τ � tsi �, (4.38)

where the superscript l and s label the long and short trajectories respectively. Here the
resonant excitation does not happen for the long trajectory due to the non-overlapping
between the XUV field and tli, so

Re�SX�tlr, tl1�s�, τ�� � Re�SX�tlr, tli, τ�� � �ωxτ. (4.39)

Therefore, the valleys of the HHG signal show linear drift with positive slopes B~�tlr�tsr�
indicated by green dashed lines in Fig. 4.5 and these lines fit well with local minima of
the data shown in darker color. However, when τ is close to tli, the interference pattern
disappears because the XUV pulse comes before the production of the short trajectory.

How the complex ionization time changes according to Eq. 4.28 is shown in Fig. 4.6.
The electric field is chosen to be at the peak of the IR field in our calculation. The
unmodified ionization time t1�s� � ti �

»
2Ip~SE�ti�S, which corresponds to η0 � 0 and

the use of a cw XUV field, is shown as blue triangle. As η0 increases, the tunneling
time (imaginary part of η0) approaches 0 and t1�s� converges to the ionization time ti
predicted by three step model ti. The green diamond indicates the value with η0 � 0.095,
which is the condition used in our calculation, and we assume that Re�t1�s�� � 0 in the
analysis for axuv�tr, tt1s , τ� to get a good agreement for the explanation of the structures
in Fig. 4.5. However, this assumption is not always valid because Re�t1�s���ti can be as
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Figure 4.5: A zoom-in region of Fig. 4.4 (d) shown for τ � �0.4, where the stripe structure
shows a positive slope. The dotted curve shows the emitted photon energy in the
second plateau as a function of ionization time. Long trajectories, with ionization
times earlier than the cut-off trajectories are marked in blue, and short trajectories
are marked in black. The green dashed lines are the interference pattern predicted
by Eq. 4.38 around τ � ti. This figure is taken from [96]

large as half of the imaginary part. In this case, a modified real ionization time as well
as a modified tunneling time should be considered and the analysis for axuv�tr, tt1s , τ�
would be more complicated.

It is worth noting that if a cw XUV pulse is used, the XUV resonant excitation mainly
happens during the electron excursion. In this case the slowly varying XUV amplitude
approximation is certainly valid. However, if the XUV pulse is short and if it overlaps
with the start of an electron trajectory, the effective tunneling time may change and the
laser-assisted HHG is enhanced, c.f. Fig. 4.3 (a) and (b), where the plateaus are brighter
on the left side. This effect and the positive slopes of the interference between short
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and long trajectories demonstrate the invalidity of the slowly-varying approximation
of axuv and it presents a complication to probe the exact tunneling and return times
of electrons in situ in a strong laser field by a single attosecond pulse. The situation
is quite similar to other cases where classical pictures are used as a starting point for
perturbative expansions of the SFA. For example, the one-color SFA was perturbed by
a weak second harmonics field for the purpose of in situ characterization of attosecond
pulses. If one assumes classical trajectories, the second harmonic contributes only
a phase correction in the action [143]. However, using more refined quasi-classical
trajectories shows that also the tunneling processes is modified by the second harmonic
field and that the behavior of the high-order even harmonics is not well suited for pulse
characterization [144].

4.3 Long IR pulse with resonant XUV pulse train

When an XUV-PT is applied in addition to a driving IR field for the HHG, the
repetition of the XUV pulse can coherently increase the inner shell hole population.
Consecutive individual bursts of the XUV-PT produced via HHG are separated by half
cycles TIR~2 of the driving laser field as shown in Fig. 4.7 and have a relative carrier
envelope offset (CEO) ∆φc � π:

EXUV�t� �Q
m

EX�t � τm� cos�ωx�t � τm� �m∆φc�, (4.40)

where τm � τ �mTIR~2 and m is an integer.
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Figure 4.7: Electric field of the IR field (red dash-dotted line) and an XUV pulse train (blue
solid line). If the XUV pulse train is generated via HHG in atomic gas, then
∆φc � π and the the repetition period is equal to half cycles of IR field, Tr � TIR~2.
This figure is taken from [96]

The resulting second plateau of the HHG spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.8 (a). Here on
the x-axis, we define the phase delay δ � 2πτ~TIR, which is directly linked to the time
delay of the IR peak intensity to the envelope of the as pulse. Like the first plateau,
the second plateau also contains only odd harmonic orders. There is a π phase shift of
the same classical trajectories with the opposite kinetic momentum in adjacent half
cycles due to the sign-change of the monochromatic driving IR field

EIR�t � TIR2 � � �EIR�t�. (4.41)

Here, both the dipole transition with the pulse train

z12E
���
XUV�t � TIR2 � � z12E

���
XUV�t�ei∆φc (4.42)

and the opposite parity between the inner and the outer shell

d�1��k��d2��k� � �d�1�k��d2�k� (4.43)

induce additional π phase shifts in the trajectories giving rise to the second plateau in
the next half cycle. Therefore, the net phase difference between the pathway from two
adjacent half cycles is π, which results in destructive interference in the even harmonics.
Moreover, the HHG spectrum exhibits a phase-delay dependence. When the peak of
the XUV pulse is in the second and fourth quarter cycle (δ A 0), the spectrum shows
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higher intensity. The inner shell hole population ρ1�t� in Fig. 4.8 (c) also shows higher
population in the same region. This can be understood by analyzing Saxuv�t, ti, τ�S2,
the transition probability of the hole from the outer shell to the inner shell for each
trajectory for t > �ti, tr�. Here we take δ � 0.15π and �0.15π, which are indicated as
white line in Fig. 4.8, and the cutoff trajectory, �ti,cutoff � 0.29TIR, tr,cutoff � 0.958TIR�,
as an example in Fig. 4.9 (a) and (b). The blue straight lines indicate the start and
the end of the cutoff trajectory. The green fast oscillating curves are the XUV pulses
in the time domain for the case δ � 0.15π in (a) and δ � �0.15π in (b). For δ � 0.15π,
there is only one XUV pulse in the time interval �ti,cutoff, tr,cutoff�, so the transition
probability increases during the XUV field as indicated by the red increasing curve in
Fig. 4.9 (a) and Saxuv�tr,cutoff, ti,cutoff, τ�S2 � γ, where

γ �
1
4
Wz12S

ª

�ª

dt�EX�t� � τ�W2 (4.44)

For δ � �0.15π, there are two XUV pulses in the time interval �ti,cutoff, tr,cutoff�. We
assume that the pulse duration is short enough so that both of these two pulses are
limited in this time interval. The final transition probability is the coherent sum of
the transition amplitudes of the contribution from each of the XUV pulses and can be
written as

Saxuv�tr,cutoff, ti,cutoff, τ�S2 � γS1 � ei�∆φc�∆εTIR~2�S2
� γS1 � ei�∆φc�π�S2. (4.45)

Here π in the second line is derived from the phase difference between the two levels due
to the free propagation, and can be canceled out by ∆φc � π. Therefore, the transition
amplitudes contributing from the two adjacent XUV pulses are constructively added
so that the time dependent transition probability doubles as indicated by the red
increasing curve in Fig. 4.9 (b). To confirm this argument, we choose the other case
∆φc � 0 so that π phase difference due to the free propagation cannot be canceled out.
In this case, we will get the results with the opposite tendency. When δ � 0.15π, there
is only one XUV pulse in the time interval �ti,cutoff, tr,cutoff� as shown in Fig. 4.9 (c), so
the behavior of the transition probability indicated by the red increasing curve is the
same as the ∆φc � π case. When δ � �0.15π, the transition probability increases during
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the first XUV pulse and then decreases during the second XUV pulse as shown in Fig.
4.9 (d). Therefore, this destructive mechanism reflects lower yields at δ � �0.15π than
at δ � 0.15π on both HHG spectra and inner shell hole population ρ1�t� shown in Fig.
4.8 (b) and (d). In addition, the second plateau shows even harmonics instead of odd
harmonics as shown in Fig. 4.8 (b) because exp�i∆φc� in Eq. 4.42 turns out to be 1
rather than �1. Consequently, changing the time delay of the XUV pulse means the
control of hole transfer during the HHG process and the electron-ion rescattering event
can probe by this hole dynamics. The concept of coherent population transfer in a
two-level system with a train of ultrashort laser pulses has already been studied for
long time in different systems [145] and gives a good explanation here for our results.
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Figure 4.8: The HHG in the second plateau region with two different kinds of XUV pulse train,
∆φc is π~2 (left) and 0 (right), as a function of delay phase δ. (a)(b) are HHG
power spectra in acceleration form. (c)(d) are inner shell population ρ3d�t� as the
function of delay phase δ. The white lines on δ � �0.15π and δ � 0.15π indicate the
local maximum and minimal area of the HHG spectrum. This figure is taken from
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Chapter 5
Characterizing attosecond pulses
with the electron hole transitions

As we mentioned in Chapter 2, the attosecond streaking and other similar XUV-pump-
IR-probe method are powerful tools for characterization of XUV attosecond pulses by
analyzing photoelectrons by a phase-locked IR laser field. In this scheme, the photoelec-
tron is treated as a replica of the XUV attosecond pulses and controlled by the IR field.
However, in this kind of scheme based on above-threshold ionization (ATI), the IR field
coupling with the ionic potential induces some additional phase shifts, or response times
[38, 55, 57]. In the small kinetic energy region of the wavepacket, this response time
can even reach hundreds of attoseconds and affect the accuracy of the measurement.
To overcome this obstacle, we propose a scheme which is called Stimulation of Two
Resonant and Instantaneously Detuned Electron Replicas (STRIDER). Most of the
work in this chapter is published in [95].

5.1 Theory of STRIDER method

In STRIDER, we spectrally shear the photoelectrons using two coherent XUV fields
that stimulate hole dynamics in the residual ion, following photoionization with the
XUV attosecond pulse, as shown in Fig. 5.1 (a). The pump pulse E1�t� is broadband
with central frequency ω1 and unknown spectral phase φ1�ω� (or group delay dφ1~dω):

E1�t� � 1
2π S dωSẼ1�ω�Sei�φ1�ω��ωt�. (5.1)
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The goal of the STRIDER method is to reconstruct the unknown spectral phase of the
attosecond pulse. The probe fields

E2,3�ω� � Ẽ�0�
2,3 δ�ω � ω2,3� (5.2)

with Ẽ
�0�
2,3 � SẼ�0�

2,3 S exp�iφ2,3�, and frequencies ω2,3 are symmetrically red and blue
detuned by δω from the hole transition in order to introduce spectral shearing of the
photoelectrons to lower and higher kinetic energies, respectively. Due to the interference
of the two pathways by the two probe fields, shown in Fig. 5.1 (a), the signal of the
photoelectron spectra with an inner shell hole changes with the relative phase between
the two probe pulses. In this scheme, the detuning energy here plays a similar role as
the IR frequency in the streaking measurement, and the continuum-continuum dipole
transition induced by the IR field is replaced by the bound state transition. It is
important to note that we consider photoelectron spectra from particular ionic channels
and assume that the state of the ion is measured in coincidence with the photoelectron.

The perturbation theory for light-atom interactions for one-electron systems is
introduced in Chapter 2. In order to derive the equations for the STRIDER method,
which is based on both the ionized electron and the ionic state, many-body wavefunctions
are needed to describe the different ionic channels. We consider a 3-level many-electron
system consisting of the HF ground state S α e and two CI-singles states

S α e � a†
aa

†
ba

†
c�S 0 eS β e � a†

paa�S α eS γ e � a†
pab�S α e

(5.3)

with single-electron energies εa, εb, and εc...and many-body energies εα, εβ and εγ . In
the case of neon atom, we have a � 2p, b � 2s and p � kd. To obtain the photoelectron
spectra, we must calculate the final probability amplitude Sξ � limt�ª cξ�t� to singly-
excited states ξ � α or β after the interaction. The total photoelectron spectrumSSαS2 � SSβ S2 is the incoherent sum of the ionic channel resolved spectra. The n-photon
process can be treated with the nth-order perturbation amplitude.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of STRIDER scheme: (a) Photoionization process in neon: photoelectron
replica of attosecond pulse by one-photon absorption from 2p state; (S+) nonsequen-
tial two-photon processes generating spectrally sheared replicas by stimulated ionic
transitions with a final hole in the 2s state. (b) Sketch of the proposed experiment
where an IR laser field is split into two parts for generation of XUV pump (1) and
XUV probe (2,3) fields by HHG. Photoionization of neon atoms is then studied
with electron-ion coincidence detection. (c) Photoelectron spectrum with residual
hole in 2p state and (d) photoelectron spectrum with residual hole in 2s state, both
computed by 1D TDCIS (within an independent-particle model). This figure is
taken from [95]. See main text for the labeled spectroscopic structures.
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5.1.1 Second-order perturbation Theory

The first order perturbation amplitude for excitation from α to β by the external field
is given by

c
�1�
β �t� � 1

i
S

t

t0
dt�` β S V �t�� S α e exp�iωβαt�� (5.4)

with ωβα � εβ � εα. In the following, cβ�1��t� is the amplitude to the state β by
absorption of one pump photon from the field, E1�ω� within first order perturbation
theory. The perturbation amplitude for absorption of one pump photon, 1, and one
probe photon, f � 2 or 3, is

c
�2�
β �t� � �1

i
Q
β�
S

t

�ª

dt�` γ S 3
Q
f�2

Vf�t�� S β� e exp�iωγβ�t��c�1�β��1��t��. (5.5)

The many-body matrix element has two single-particle terms

Zγβ� � �zabδpp� � zpp�δb,a, (5.6)

in which the probe photon interacts with the hole, a or the electron p�. In each case the
other particle remains in the original state. In the following, we will neglect the second
term for which the electron is first pumped from inner orbital, c, and then makes a
continuum-continuum transition, p to p�. This is a good approximation because ATI
processes are known to be weak for XUV fields. In the last part of this chapter, we will
quantitatively discuss the ATI effect. In addition, we will focus on the dominant time
ordering, the pump-probe sequence. The perturbation amplitude for Sα e� S β e� S γ e
by absorption of one photon, 1, and one of the probe photons, f � 2 or 3, becomes

c�2�γ �t� � � 3
Q
f�2

�1
i
�2zpazab��1

2π
�Ẽ�0�

f S
ωmax

ωmin
dω�1Ẽ1�ω�1�

� S
t

�ª

dt� exp�i�ωγβ � ωf�t�� lim
ξ�0�S

t�

�ª

dt�� exp�i�ωβα � ω1 � iξ�t��� (5.7)

The second line of Eq. 5.7 is evaluated, using Sokhotski-Plemelj theorem and the
definition of the delta function, for the limit of t�ª as

2πiδ�ωγα � ωf � ω�1� � <@@@@>p.v. 1
ω�1 � ωβα

� iπδ�ω�1 � ωβα�=AAAA?, (5.8)
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where total energy conservation for the two-photon process is ensured by the left-most
delta function, ωγα � εp � εb � ω�1 �ωf . The second factor in Eq. 5.8 contains a real non-
resonant contribution (principal value term) and an imaginary resonant contribution
(delta function term) for the initial excitation step, α to β. The final perturbation
amplitude becomes

S�2�
γ � lim

t�ª
c�2�γ �t� � 1

2πi
3
Q
f�2

M
�hole�
pb,f Ẽ1�ωγα � ωf�Ẽ�0�

f , (5.9)

where
M

�hole�
pb,f �

zpazab

ωf � εc � εb
(5.10)

is the two-photon matrix element and “(hole)” in the subscript represents only the hole
transition, the first term in Eq. 5.6, is considered. Assuming that ω2 � ωγβ � δω and
ω2 � ωγβ � δω, then the yield for the final state, S γ e, is a standard interference pattern
between two signals corresponding to the two quantum pathways,

Wγ � SS�2�
γ S2 � S 3

Q
f�2

S
�2�
γ�f,1�S2 � SS�2�

γ�2,1�S2 � SS�2�
γ�3,1�S2 � 2Re�S�2��

γ�3,1�S
�2�
γ�2,1��

� Aγ �Bγ cos�φ1�ωγα � ω2� � φ1�ωγα � ω3� � φ32� (5.11)

where the subscript �f,1� denotes absorption of one photon from the pump field 1
followed by absorption of probe photon f , and φ32 � φ3 � φ2. Here

Aγ �
SzpaS2SzabS2

4π2δω2

<@@@@>SẼ1�ωβα � δω�S2SẼ�0�
2 S2 � SẼ1�ωβα � δω�S2SẼ�0�

3 S2=AAAA? (5.12)

comes from the direct sum of the pathways and

Bγ �
SzpaS2SzabS2

2π2δω2 SE1�ωβα � δω�SSẼ1�ωβα � δω�SSẼ�0�
2 SSẼ�0�

3 S (5.13)

comes from the cross term. The term inside the cosine function can be expressed as the
group delay of the pump pulse and the probe pulse such that Eq. 5.11 can be written
as

Wγ � Aγ �Bγ cos�2δω�τ �GD�
1 �ωβα� � τ �GD�

32 ��, (5.14)
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where τ �GD�
32 � φ32~�2δω� and τ �GD�

1 is the group delay of the pump pulse. The desired
group delay

τ
�GD�
1 �ωβα� � φ1�ωβα � δω� � φ1�ωβα � δω�

2δω
�

φ1�ωγα � ω2� � φ1�ωγα � ω3�
2δω

(5.15)

can be reconstructed by measuring the signal modulation as a function of τ �GD�
23 . The

above finite difference approximation is valid if the detuning frequency is much smaller
than the bandwidth of the pump pulse δω P∆ω1.

2s 

2p 

Ne 

Figure 5.2: The schematic diagram of the pathway corresponding to the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order
perturbative amplitudes. The solid circles represent electrons and and the dashed
circle represent electronic holes left in the shells after an electron absorb a photon.
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5.1.2 Third-order perturbation

In addition to the signal modulation on the channel γ, the third order perturbation
amplitude S α e� S β e� S γ e� S β e comprises processes which imply absorption of a
pump photon, 1 and a probe photon, f, followed by (re-)emission of a probe photon, g.
The perturbation amplitudes read

c
�3�
β�g�,f,1��t� � 1

i
S

t

�ª

dt�` β S Vg�t�� S α e exp�iωβγ�c�2�γ�f,1��t��, (5.16)

where the conjugation in subscript (g�, f,1) denotes emission of the probe photon, g.
We again approximate the N-body matrix elements with the single-particle hole-hole
transitions so that the final perturbation amplitude becomes

S
�3�
β�g�,f,1� �

i�2π�3 zbazabzpaẼ
�0��
g Ẽ

�0�
f S

ωmax

ωmin
dω�1Ẽ1�ω�1� � 2πδ�ωβα � ω�1 � ωf � ωg�

�

¢̈̈¦̈̈¤p.v. 1
ω�1 � ωf � ωγα

� iπδ�ω�1 � ωf � ωγα�£̈̈§̈̈¥
¢̈̈¦̈̈¤p.v. 1

ω�1 � ωβα
� iπδ�ω�1 � ωβα�£̈̈§̈̈¥,

(5.17)

In the case ωf � ωγβ � δω and ωg � ωγβ � δω, we obtain

S
�3�
β�g�,f,1� �

i�2π�3
zbazabzpa

2δω2 Ẽ�0��
g Ẽ

�0�
f Ẽ1�ωβα � 2δω�. (5.18)

The quantum pathways of the 1st to 3rd order perturbative amplitudes corresponding
to the same photoelectron energy are shown in Fig. 5.2. The red, green, and blue
arrows represents the photon with frequency ω�1, ω2, and ω3 respectively. The third
order effects, which result from in the two spectral shearing effect, originate from the
absorption of a red (blue) detuned photon and the emission of a blue (red) detuned
probe photon. Summation of both quantum paths (S�3�

β�3�,2,1�, S
�3�
β�2�,3,1�) yields the final

perturbation amplitude,

S
�3�
β �

i�2π�3
zbazabzpa

2δω2 SẼ�0�
2 SSẼ�0�

3 S
�

¢̈̈¦̈̈¤SẼ1�ωβα � 2δω�Seiφ1�ωβα�2δω��iφ32 � SẼ1�ωβα � 2δω�Seiφ1�ωβα�2δω��iφ32
£̈̈§̈̈¥
(5.19)
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The interference between this third order processes and the first order process is
comparable with the second order effect.

2Re�S�1��
β S

�3�
β � � 1�2π�2 SẼ�0�

2 SSẼ�0�
3 SSẼ1�ωβα�Sz2

paz
2
ba

δω2 Re
¢̈̈¦̈̈¤ exp��iφ1�ωβα��

� �SẼ1�ωβα � 2δω�S exp�iφ1�ωβα � 2δω� � iφ32� � SẼ1�ωβα � 2δω�S exp�iφ1�ωβα � 2δω� � iφ32��£̈̈§̈̈¥
(5.20)

By expansion of φ1�ω� and E1�ω� around ω � ωβα in a Taylor series and using the
relationship

lim
�B~A��0

A cos θ �B sin θ � A cos�θ � B
A
� , (5.21)

the yield for the final state, S β e, can be written as

Wβ � Aβ �Bβ cos�2δω�τ �GD�
1 �ωβα� � τ �GD�

32 � �O�δω3��, (5.22)

where
Bβ � �

SzpaS2SzabS2
2π2δω2 SẼ1�ωβα�S2SẼ�0�

2 SSẼ�0�
3 S. (5.23)

If the total photoelectron spectrum, unresolved for the residual ionic state, is considered,
the signal modulation from the Sβ e and Sγ e is comparable. Moreover, Bγ and Bβ cancel
each other in the leading order of δω and there is only some small higher order signals.
Therefore, the total photoelectron spectrum Wγ �Wβ is not able to show clear φ23

dependence. To resolve the signal from the particular ionic state, the detection of the
electron spectrum together with the ion-resolved spectrum, which is called coincidence
detection, is needed.

5.2 Attosecond pulse characterization

Our theoretical calculations are performed within 1D TDCIS for the wavepacket
propagation [83] and the t-SURFF method for calculating the photoelectron spectra
[90] as introduced in 3.3. Here, we take the long lived 2s–2p transition of neon atom
(26.9 eV) as an example for both SAP and APT cases. The peak intensity of the pump
pulse is set to be I1 � 7 � 1012 W~cm2 with central frequency 68 eV (0.276 a.u.) and
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the bandwidth ∆ω1 � 7.5 eV (2.5 a.u. and Fourier-limited pulse duration of 244 as).
The pair of probe fields are symmetrically red- and blue-shifted relative to the 2s–2p
transition of neon with detuning δω � 1 eV and the bandwidth ∆ω2,3 � 0.125 eV, which
is chosen to satisfied ∆2,3 P δω so that the delta function distribution of the probe
field frequency is a good approximation.

5.2.1 Single attosecond pulse

We consider the pump pulse for characterization is a Gaussian function

Ẽ1�ω� � Ẽ�0�
1 exp��2�ln 2��ω � ω1�2~∆ω2

1 � iφ1�ω��. (5.24)

With the numerical calculation in the case φ1�ω� � 0, Fig. 5.1 (b) and (c) show the
photoelectron spectra with outer (2p) and inner (2s) hole in the residual ion. The two
narrow peaks (2,3) in Fig. 5.1 (b) are due to the absorption of the pair of probe fields
with photon energy ω2~3 � 26.9 � 1 eV by the outer-valence electron and the broad
peaks (1,1’) are due to the absorption of the XUV attosecond pulse with central energy
ω1 � 68 eV. Other peaks (2,3,S�,S�,P2,P2�,P3) are due to high-order interactions.
In the following analysis, we only focus on the peak (S+), that originates from the
pathway of photoionization from the 2p orbital by the XUV attosecond pulse, followed
by absorption of a probe photon which induces a transfer of the hole to the 2s orbital.
The photoelectron spectra with an inner shell (2s) hole in the residual ion as a

function of the kinetic energy and the relative phase φ23 � φ2 � φ3 of the probe pulses
is shown in Fig. 5.3 for (a) a Fourier limited pulse, φ1�ω� � 0; (b, c) a quadratic
phase dependence φ1�ω� � α�ω � ω1�2 with α � 10 and 100; and (d) a cubic phase
dependence φ1�ω� � β�ω � ω1�3 with β � 100. In Fig. 5.3 (a), the (S+) peak vanishes
for φ32 � 0, while the peak is maximized for φ32 � π. As derived in Eq. 5.9-5.14, the
position of the extreme values of the peak is due to the relative π shift between the
two-photon pathways that have positive and negative detuning with respect to the hole
response, respectively. To reveal the probe-phase dependent modulation, the spectra
are normalized along the vertical axis by their maximal value (Fig. 5.3 (e)-(h)). The
evolution of the maximum for a given kinetic energy is represented by a dashed line
and follows the equation φ23 � 2δωτGD

1 �ω� � π. The group delay τGD
1 can therefore be

directly extracted by fitting the dashed line by the equation. We get the retrieved
parameters α � 0.01, 9.95, 99.4 and β � 99.1, in excellent agreement with the actual
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values.
Furthermore, our simulation show that the (S-) peak has a similar φ32 dependence

as (S+) in Fig.. The one-photon peaks (1) and (1’) also modulate with φ32, but the
variation is opposite to that of (S+) and (S-). The modulation can be explained by
the third-order perturbation theory in Section 5.1.2 and, physically, this is because
the probe fields are effectively shifting the ionic channel of the photoelectron, e.g.,
by redistribution of the population from peak (1) to peak (S+) via the pathwayS α e � S β e � S γ e � S β e. The total photoelectron spectrum, unresolved for the
residual ionic state, does not show clear φ32 dependence. Unfortunately, this makes the
experimental measurement of the (S+) challenging, because it must rely on coincidence
detection.

5.2.2 Attosecond pulse train

For the single attosecond pulse characterization, this idea is more challenging to
implement experimentally than the conventional attosecond streak camera because the
coincidence measurement is needed. However, if we want to characterize the attosecond
pulse train, this experimental challenge decreases. In this case the (S+) signal then
resides on peaks in between the comb-like peaks of the pump field, which means that
the φ32 dependence can also be studied without coincidence detection, but only at
discrete energy intervals determined by the comb structure.
Because the APT is generated via HHG process, the frequency domain of the APT

consists of the frequency comb of odd harmonics ωq � �2q � 1�ωIR. The pump APT
can be written as

Ẽ1�ω� � Ẽenv�ω�Q
q

Ẽq�ω � �2q � 1�ωIR�, (5.25)

where the envelope of the pump amplitude Ẽenv�ω� � SẼenv�ω�S exp�iφ1�ω�� with central
frequency ω1, the spectral bandwidth ∆ω1 and the spectral phase

φ1�ω� � α�ω � ω1�2
� β�ω � ω1�3

� ... (5.26)

In addition, Ẽq�ω��2q�1�ωIR� > R is the line shape of each harmonics. The group delay
defined as τ (GD)

1 �ω� � dφ1~dω can be interpreted as the time when the frequency ω
dominates in the oscillation. If the pulse is generated by HHG, τ (GD)

1 �ω� also represents
the relative emission time of the frequency components in the HHG process.
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Figure 5.3: Delay-dependent modulations of the (S+) peak: (a)-(d) normalized photoelectron
peak [see (S+) in Fig. 5.1 (d)] as a function of the phase difference between probe
fields for (a) unchirped pulse; (b, c) increasing linear chirp; and (d) quadratic chirp.
(e)-(h) same as (a)-(d) but with normalization along the vertical axis to reveal
the modulation over delay at each kinetic energy. The dashed white curve shows
the sub-femtosecond group delay of the pump pulse with extracted (actual) phase
parameters α � 0.01�0�, 9.95�10�, 99.4�100� and β � 99.1�100�. This figure is taken
and modified from [95].
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In STRIDER, we spectrally shear the photoelectron spectrum using two coherent
XUV fields that stimulate interfering hole dynamics. The basic principle of our scheme
is shown in Fig. 5.4 (b) compared with RABBIT as shown in Fig. 5.4 (a). We ionize
neon from the 2p shell using an ATP. The wavepackets can be viewed as the replica
of the ATP, which consists in the odd harmonics so that the separation between two
peaks is equal to the fundamental frequency ωIR. The detuning of the probe field set
to be ωIR induces the formation of the sideband peaks due to the spectral shearing
including both positive and negative shifts away from the main peaks. Two interference
pathways involving consecutive harmonics (2q�1 and 2q�1) lead to the same sideband
corresponding to the even harmonics 2q. The transition amplitude from the ground
state to the final state with photoelectron energy εp within the sideband 2q is denoted
as S2q�εp�, which is the combination of the two pathway S2q�2~3��εp� induced by the
XUV probe field Ẽ�2~3��ω� � E�2~3�δ�ω � ω�2~3��. Here we assume that the probe fields
are monochromatic but in practice it is sufficient that the bandwidth is much smaller
than the basis frequency, ∆ω2,3 @@ ωIR. From the second order perturbation theory,
the two-photon transition amplitude corresponding the pathway indicated in Fig. 5.4
(b) can be expressed as

S2q�2,3��εp� � �zpbzab

2πi�∆ε � ω�2~3�� SẼenv�εp�ω�2,3��SẼ�0�
�2,3�e

iφ1�εp�ω�2,3��Q
q�
δ�εp��2q��1�ωIR�.

(5.27)
Then the photoelectron spectrum of the sideband depends on the phase difference
between the two quantum pathways

SS2q�εp�S2 � SS2q�2��εp� � S2q�3��εp�S2
� SS2q�2��εp�S2 � SS2q�3��εp�S2 � 2SS2q�2��εp�SSS2q�3��εp�S cos�arg�S�2q�2��εp�S2q�3��εp���.

(5.28)

Unlike the RABBIT scheme, this phase difference only depends on the phase of the
laser field and does not depend on the atomic structure

arg�S�2q�2��εp�S2q�3��εp�� � φ1�ω2q�1� � φ1�ω2q�1� � φ2 � φ3

� 2ωIR�τGD
1 �ω2q� � τ32�, (5.29)

where τ32 � �φ3�φ2�~�2ωIR� and τ2q calculated here is the finite difference approximation
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Figure 5.4: Photon diagrams associated with
the two characterization meth-
ods. (a) RABBIT: Sidebands are
created through the absorption
and emission of an additional
IR probe photon by the pho-
toelectron replica of APT from
outer valence, 2p. (b) STRIDER:
Sidebands are created through
the spectrally sheared replicas by
stimulated ionic transitions lead-
ing to a hole in the inner valence,
2s. 2p

2s

ω2q+1
ω2q-1
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ω IR

ω IR
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to the group delay. The measured intensity of the sideband as the function of phase
delay φ32 is

I2q�φ32� � S ω2q�δ

ω2q�δ
SS2q�εp�S2dεp � A2q �B2q cos�2ωIRτ2q � φ32�, (5.30)

where the integration is performed within small range of energy closed to the sideband
peak. In Eq. 5.30, A2q is the incoherent sum of the transition strength, while B2q

relates to the cross term of the amplitudes, both are independent of the delay of the
fields. The desired group delay τGD

1 can be directly reconstructed by measuring the
I2q as the function of φ32.
The numerical calculation is performed with the same pulse intensity, central fre-

quency and the bandwidth as the case of SAP. The fundamental frequency of the
pulse train is chosen to be 1 eV and the bandwidth of each harmonics is 0.125 eV. The
results of the inner hole structures are presented in Fig. 5.5 as a function of relative
probe phase φ23, for (a) a Fourier limited pump pulse, φ1�ω� � 0; (b,c) a quadratic
phase dependence, φ1�ω� � α�ω � ω1�2 with α � 10 and 100, respectively; and (d) a
cubic phase dependence, φ1�ω� � β�ω � ω1�3. Fig. 5.6 compares the photoelectron
spectrum between the spectrum with and the spectrum with outer-hole. The inner-hole
photoelectron spectra of Fig. 5.5 (b) for φ32 � 0 (red solid line), φ32 � π (green dash
line) are plotted together with the outer-hole photoelectron spectrum for φ32 � 0 (blue
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dash-dot line). Unlike the SAP case shown in Fig. 5.1, both the main signal of the
spectra with inner hole and their signal difference between them are several orders
larger than the spectra with outer hole at the position of side bands. In other words,
the inner-hole spectrum dominates the total spectrum not only in the yield but also in
the signal variation at the discrete energy intervals. Therefore, the attosecond pulse
train characterization can be studied without coincidence detection.
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Figure 5.5: Photoelectron spectra as a function of the phase different between probe fields,
for (a) a Fourier limited pump pulse (α � 0); (b,c) linear chirp (α � 10,100); and
(d) quadratic chirp (α � 0, β � 100) of pump pulse. The dashed curve shows the
extracted group delay of the pump pulse.
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Figure 5.6: The inner-hole photoelectron spectra of Fig. 5.5 (b) for φ32 � 0 (red solid line),
φ32 � π (green dash line), and the outer-hole photoelectron spectrum for φ32 � 0
(blue dash-dot line)

5.3 Atomic response time

In the expression of S�2�
γ in Eq. 5.9, only the hole transition in the total dipole transition

Zγβ� is considered as shown in Fig. 5.8 (a). If the electron continuum-continuum
transition is also taken into account as shown in Fig. 5.8 (b), where the inner shell
electron is directly ionized by the pump pulse and then absorbs a probe photon inducing
an above-threshold ionization (ATI) pathway, the total two-photon matrix element can
be written as

Mpb,f �M
�hole�
pb,f �M

�elec.�
pb,f . (5.31)

Here the stimulated electron term is

M
�elec.�
pb,f � lim

ξ�0op�
zpp�zp�b

ω�1 � εp� � εb � iξ
� p.v.o

p�

zpp�zp�b

ω�1 � εp� � εb
� i�h�εr� � �∆ε � ωf�h��εr��,

(5.32)
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where h�εr� � πzprzrb with εr � εp �∆ε. In Eq. 5.32 we write the matrix element as real
nonresonant contributions and an imaginary resonant contribution via the intermediate
with energy εp �ωf . If the probe fields are in the IR range such as streaking camera or
RABBIT, the stimulated electron transition is a good approximation Mpb,f �M

�elec.�
pb,f

because the frequency of IR fields are far away from resonance. However, in this case
with nearly resonant XUV transitions, we show that stimulated electron contributions
M

�elec.�
pb,f are 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than the total contributions Mpb,f that

are dominated by the strong resonant coupling in the residual ion as shown Fig. 5.7
(a). Therefore, the total matrix element is better approximated as a hole transition,
which is real, plus a small imaginary electron transition

Mpb,f �M
�hole�
pb,f � iImM �elec.�

pb,f . (5.33)

As a result, there is an additional time delay

τpb�ωβα� � Arg�Mpb,2M
�

pb,3 � π�
2δω

, (5.34)

the so-called response time introduced in Chapter 2, so that the equation can be
rewritten as

Wγ � Aγ �Bγ cos�2δω�τ �GD�
1 �ωβα� � τ32 � τpb�ωβα���. (5.35)

If the electron transition is not considered, Mpb,2M
�

pb,3 � M
(hole)
pb,2 M

(hole)�
pb,3 is a pure

negative number so that τpb � 0. When the electron transition is included,

Mpb,2M
�

pb,3 � ��zabzpaδω
�2�1 � 2i� δω

zabzpa
�h�εr�	 (5.36)

contains an imaginary part so that

τpb �
1

2δω
arctan �2� δω

zabzpa
�h�εr�	 � 1

δω
arctan �πzprzrb

zabzpa
	 � πzprzrb

zabzpa
. (5.37)

Eq. 5.37 shows that τpb does not depend strongly on δω but rather gives direct
information about the ratio between dipole matrix elements of the stimulated electron
and hole transitions.
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In Fig. 5.7 (b), we present τpb from Eq. 5.34 using the 3D independent-particle model
with the matrix elements given Eq. 5.33. A positive linear drift is found on both final
partial waves, ks and kd, which we attribute to an increasing relative contribution
from the resonant electron path, ie, the numerator on the right hand side of Eq. 5.37.
We also show τpb for photoelectrons with momentum k � kẑ along the polarization axis,
computed by the complex final state defined by Eq. 2.26. The angle-resolved emissions
has a linear drift of 0.634 as/eV, quite close to the dominant d-wave. Over a large
energy range, from 65 to 120 eV, the deviation from this linear fit is less than 1 as.

In the time-dependent calculation, we show the response time for the case of an
unchirped pump pulse, i.e., by zooming in on the dashed curve in Fig. 5.3(d), for three
different symmetric detuning of the probe fields, δω � 1,1.5,and 2eV in Fig. 5.9. All
values of detunings show qualitatively the same result with a response time in the
range 40–55 as. All curves exhibit a negative slope with extracted α values for detuning
1, 1.5, and 2 eV equal to -0.288, -0.239, and -0.160, respectively. To understand the
electron transition due to the probe fields, this coupling can be removed by assuming
that the probe fields only couples with different ionic channel, and the TDCIS equation
becomes

iα̇0 � �Epump�t�Q
i

`ϕiSẑSχi, te (5.38)

and

i
∂

∂t
Sχie � �Ĥ0 � εi�Sχie �Q

i�
P̂�K̂i�i � Ĵi�i�Sχ�ie �Epump�t�P̂ ẑ�α0Sϕie � Sχie�

� �Epump�t� �Eprobe�t��Q
i�
zi�iSχi�e, (5.39)

where Epump � E1 and Eprobe � E2 �E3. In the tsurff formalism, the vector potential
of the pump field should be used rather than the total laser field in the Volkov state.
In Fig. 5.9, we label this result as “no ATI” (no above-threshold ionization) because
the electron cannot absorb probe photons after it has been ejected. The extracted α
parameter is �0.00294, which is much closer to the expected zero value. This shows that
XUV-driven electron continuum dynamics must be responsible for the finite response
time.

For α x 0, the results with different laser parameters are listed in Table 5.1. We note
that the difference between the case with ATI and without ATI (rightmost column)
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Figure 5.7: (a) Squared matrix elements, SMpb,f S
2, for the s-wave (dotted) and d-wave (dashed),

including both stimulated hole and electron pathways in the bold lines and only
electron pathways in the thin lines. (b) Response time for photoemission along the
polarization axis, s-wave and d-wave. Data presented in (a) and (b) are computed
by a 3D independent-particle model for neon. (c) Response time for photoemission
along the polarization axis (within a correlated model including both time orderings)
for the stimulated valence hole (2p� 2s) and core hole (2p� 1s) transitions. The
streak-camera delay from the initial 2p (2s) state is shown [58] for reference. This
figure is taken from [95].
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with δω � 1 eV is approximately -0.3, in agreement with the result for the α � 0 case.
This indicates that the electron transition due to probe fields does not strongly depend
on the chirp of the pump pulse. However, we found that the deviation becomes larger
when the chirp is larger as shown in Table 5.1. However, unlike the α � 0 case, the
extracted parameters are always smaller than the expected original values and the
deviation is larger than 0.1. This deviation is found to be related to the bandwidth of
the probe fields, or the finite duration, and will be discussed in the next section.

Figure 5.8: (a) Two-photon diagram for stimulated hole transition, 2p � 2s, after photoemission
from outer state, 2p � ks,kd. (b) Two-photon diagram for stimulated electron
continuum transition from an inner valence state, 2s � kp � ks,kd. This figure is
taken from [95].
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Figure 5.9: Detailed study of the ”response time” of the (S+) peak for three different values
of detuning of the probe field gives an unchirped pump pulse (α � β � 0). In
accordance with Eq. 5.35, the response time, τpb, is extracted by making a cosine
fit to the phase-dependent oscillations of the photoelectron probability, e.g., the
modulations shown in Fig. 2(e) (where δω � 1 eV). The raw data (not shown)
has been fitted to a line in order to extract the α parameter of the pump pulse.
Standard deviation of the linear fit is indicated by the error bars. This figure is
taken from [95].

α δω (eV) ∆ω1 (eV) ∆ωf (eV) α̃
Numerical

with ATI Without ATI difference
-100 1 7.5 0.0625 -99.79 -100.127 -99.85 -0.277
100 1 7.5 0.0625 99.79 99.55 99.86 -0.31
100 1 7.5 0.125 99.5 99.058 99.39 -0.332
100 0.5 7.5 0.125 97.69 97.149 97.57 -0.297
10 1 7.5 0.125 9.953 9.646 9.943 -0.421

Table 5.1: Comparison of the Retrieved α between analytical and numerical calculation

5.4 Convolution effect

In the derivation in Section 5.1.1, we argued that the bandwidth of probe fields are
narrow so that the frequency distribution of the fields is assumed to be a delta function.
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If the non-zero bandwidth of the probe field is considered, the convolution effect will
smear out the signal. In order to discuss the pulse convolution effects that occur due
to the finite bandwidth of the probe field, we assume these two fields are described
with Gaussian function with additional phase

Ẽf�ω� � SEf S exp���ω � ωf�2~σ2
f � iφf � (5.40)

The perturbation amplitude by absorption of one pump photon, 1, and one of the
probe photons becomes

c�2�γ �t� � 3
Q
f�2

�� 1
2πi

��
2

zpazabS dω�1Ẽ1�ω�1�S dω�f Ẽf�ω�f�
� S

t

�ª

dt�ei�ωγβ�ω
�

f �t� S
t�

�ª

dt�� lim
ε1�0�

ei�ωβα�ω�1�iε1�t��
(5.41)

For the limit of t�ª, the final perturbation amplitude shown in Eq. 5.9 becomes

S�2�
γ �t� � 3

Q
f�2

�zpazab

2πi S dω�f Ẽ1�ωγα � ω�f�Ẽf�ω�f�<@@@@>p.v. 1
ωγβ � ω

�

f

=AAAA?
�

3
Q
f�2

2π2Ẽ1�ωβα�Ẽf�ωγβ� (5.42)

Instead of the delta function shown in Eq. 5.8 due to the Fourier transform of the
monochromatic waves, the first term in the right hand side of Eq. 5.42 is a convolution
integral. We consider the pump pulse with quadratic phase (linear chirp):

Ẽ1�ω� � Ẽ�0�
1 exp���ω � ω1�2~σ2

1 � iα�ω � ω1�2�, (5.43)

where σ1 �∆ω1~º2 ln 2. The second term in the right hand side of Eq. 5.42 becomes

exp���ωβα � ω1�2~σ2
1 � �δω�2~σ2

f � iα�ωβα � ω1�2� (5.44)
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and decays to 0 quickly in the limit δω AA σf . Therefore, we only need to consider the
first term, which becomes

3
Q
f�2

�zpazab

2πi S dω�f SẼ�0�
1 SSẼ�0�

f Se�g�ω�f ��iφf <@@@@>p.v. 1
ωγβ � ω

�

f

=AAAA?, (5.45)

where

g�ω�f� � �ωγα � ω1 � ω
�

f�2

σ2
1

�

�ω�f � ωf�2

σ2
f

� iα�ωγα � ω1 � ω
�

f�2. (5.46)

To deal with the convolution effect, we should take all terms of the function g into
consideration when calculating the stationary point. The complex stationary point is

ω�fs �
�
�ω1�ωγα�

σ2
1

�
ωf
σ2
f

� iα�ω1 � ωγα�
1
σ2

1
�

1
σ2
f

� iα
� ωf �

σ2
f

σ2
1
�δωγf� � iσ2

fα�δωγf�, (5.47)

where δωγf � ωf �ω1�ωγα. Here we assume that �σf ~σ1�2
P 1 as well as σ2

fαP 1, and

neglect the higher orders. We can change the integral path from R ª�ª to R ª�Im�ω�fs�
�ª�Im�ω�

fs
� in

Eq. 5.45 because the imaginary part of ω�fs is small and the pole can be avoided. For
the stationary phase approximation, we must know the value and the second derivative
of g on the stationary point:

g���ω�fs� � 2
σ2

1
�

2
σ2
f

� 2iα (5.48)

g�ω�fs� � 1
σ2

1

��1 �
σ2
f

σ2
1

���δωγf�2
� iα�δωγf�2��1 �

2σ2
f

σ2
1

��. (5.49)

Then Eq. 5.47 can be written as

3
Q
f�2

�zpazab

2πi
SẼ�0�

1 SSẼ�0�
f Seiφf �¿ÁÁÀ 2π

g���ω�fs�´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
1

exp
<@@@@> � g�ω�fs�

=AAAA?´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
2

<@@@@>p.v. 1
ωγβ � ω

�

fs

=AAAA?´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
3

, (5.50)
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where

1 �
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f
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=AAAA? , (5.51)

with detuning δωf � ωf � ωγβ. The multiplication of these three terms is

1 � 2 � 3 � �

º
πσf

δωf
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δωf

�
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(5.52)

Here the imaginary part in the prefactor in the first line is assumed to be small to be
absorbed into the exponential term in order to discuss the phase correction. Here we
only consider the correction in the phase term in the last line because the correction in
the amplitude part does not change the interference pattern. Therefore, Eq. 5.42 with
the use of a Gaussian pump field and a quadratic phase can be rewritten as
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Q
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(5.53)
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As we apply the symmetric detunning δω2 � �δω and δω3 � δω, the interference pattern
is proportional to

Re�S�2��
γ�3,1�S

�2�
γ�2,1�� � cos �4α̃�δω��ωβα � ω1� � φ32� , (5.54)

where the retrieved parameter α̃ including the convolution effect can be written as

α̃ � α
��1 �

2σ2
f

σ2
1
�

σ2
f

2�δω�2
�� (5.55)

with the condition
1
σ2
f

Q
1�δω�2 Q α,

1
σ2

1
. (5.56)

Eq. 5.55 indicates that α̃ does not change if the unchirped pump pulse is used. It is not
surprising because there is no energy-dependence in the convolution integral when the
spectral phase is constant. Furthermore, if the pump pulse is chirped, the convolution
integral smears out the phase information and the deviation of the retrieved parameter
α̃ is proportional to α itself. In the Table 5.1, we list some α̃ and numerical results with
several laser parameters. Here ∆ω1 and ∆ωf are bandwidth of the pump and probe
field such that σ1 � ∆ω1~»�2 ln 2� and σf � ∆ωf ~»�2 ln 2�. In addition to removing
the probe-induced ATI effect, the accuracy of the retrieved parameters α can be 1
order improved when the convolution effect is considered. The convolution effect can
contribute the energy-dependent response time

τ cpb � α
��2σ2

f

σ2
1
�

σ2
f

2�δω�2
���ωpb � ω1�. (5.57)

When only the stimulated hole transition is taken into consideration, the effect of
τ cpb compared to τ �h�pb is presented in Fig. 5.10. Larger α will result in larger linear
deviation in τ �h�pb away from 0 shown in Fig. 5.10 (a). When τ cpb is subtracted from
τ
�h�
pb , the deviation becomes about 1 order smaller as indicated in Fig. 5.10 (b).
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Figure 5.10: (a) The response time τ �h�
pb considering only the hole transition (without ATI

effect) for the calculation with δω � 1eV, ∆ω1 � 7.5eV, and ∆ωf � 0.125eV for
α � 1,10,100. (b) The same calculation but subtracting the convolution effect:
τ
�h�
pb -τ c

pb.

5.5 The use of inner-core hole and the decay effect

In 5.3, it is indicated that the chosen 2s-2p transition induces the direct ATI transition
of the 2s electron by the absorption of both pump and probe pulse. This ATI effect
can be closed by adopting a deep core state such as 1s rather than 2p in a neon atom
so that the inner electron can not be ionized directly. In Fig. 5.7 (c), we compare τpb,
including the random phase approximation with exchange (RPAE) correlation and
both time orders (RPAE + TO). Evidently, the core transition has a much shorter
response time. This can be explained by the fact that the (main) electron path no
longer goes through the continuum, but instead on a virtual bound excitation,

M
�elec.�
pb,f �Q

n�

zpn�zn�p

ω�1 � εn� � εb
, (5.58)

where ω�1 � εb @ 0 for b=1s, as illustrated in Fig. 5.11. In the present calculation we
use the real HF energy for the 1s orbital ε�HF�1s � �891.70 eV, which should be valid
provided that the pump pulse is sufficiently short compared with the decay lifetime.
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Figure 5.11: Two-photon diagram for stimulated vir-
tual electron transition from a core state,
1s� n�p� ks, kd in neon atom.

If we want to rake the Auger decay effect into consideration, the CI-doubles should
be taken into consideration. Assuming the CI-doubles can be described with a phe-
nomenological decay width Γ , the energy of the many-body state γ can be written
as

εγ � εα � εp � εb � i
Γ

2
. (5.59)

The second order perturbative amplitude for absorption of one pump photon, 1, and
one probe photon, f = 2 or 3, in the interaction picture is
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ε�0�S
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�ª

dt�� exp�i�ωβα � ω�1 � iε1sgn�t����t���
(5.60)

This perturbation amplitude here is defined in the interaction picture and the physically
probability should be calculated in the Schrödinger picture. The final expression of the
above equation becomes

c�2�γ �t� � 3
Q
f�2

1
2πi

zpbzbc

ωγβ � ωf � iΓ ~2Ẽ1�ωγα � ωf � iΓ ~2�Ẽ�0�
f . (5.61)
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The electric field at the complex frequency results in the distortion of the spectral
phase

Ẽ1�ω1 � iΓ ~2� �Ẽ0 exp � � µ�ω1� � iΓ2 µ��ω1� � iφ1�ω1� � Γ2 φ�1�ω1�	
�SẼ1�ω1 � iΓ ~2�S exp �i�φ1�ω1� � Γ2 µ��ω1��	. (5.62)

The prefactor 1~�ωγβ�ωf�iΓ ~2� also contributes additional phaseΘΓ � arctan�Γ ~�2δω��.
The yield for the final state, Wγ � limt�ª Sc�2�γ �t�e�iεγtS2, can be written as
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(5.63)

where the subscript �f,1� denotes absorption of one photon from the pump field 1
followed by absorption of probe photon f , and θ � φ1�ωγα � ω2� � φ1�ωγα � ω3� �
Γ �µ��ωγα �ω2��µ��ωγα �ω3��~2� 2ΘΓ �φ2 �φ3 which gives rise to modulations of the
yield. The interference pattern can be expressed as the difference in GDs of the pulses
and the correction terms due to the decay effect

Wγ � Aγ �Bγ cos �2δω�τ �GD�
1 �ωβα� � Γ2 µ���ωβα� � ΘΓδω � τ

�GD�
32 �ωβα��	. (5.64)

It is worth noting that ΘΓ is a constant and µ���ωβα� is independent of ωβα if the pulse
envelope is a Gaussian. Therefore, the response time has a constant shift

τΓ � Γ
2 ln 2�∆ω1�2 �

1
δω

arctan� Γ

2δω
�. (5.65)

In TDCIS, We still use the Neon 2s and 2p state, but the phenomenological decay term
is added in the 2p hole configuration. To purely discuss the effect of the decay, the
probe field only makes the hole transition in the TDCIS calculation. Fig. 5.12 shows the
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response time shift is constant with respect to the energy of photoelectron in the use of
a Gaussian-shaped pulse. The results of the response time shift for different parameters
is shown in Table 5.2. The decay rate is chosen as 0.27 eV, which is the decay rate
of neon 1s hole, and half and quarter of it. The constant shift of the group delay
only shifts the pulse in the time domain rather than varying the retrieved temporal
structure of the pulse. Therefore, the decay effect of the hole only makes tiny influence
on the pulse characterization if it can be treated as a phenomenological decay term in
the CI point of view. However, theoretical description based on a phenomenological
decay term relies on the time scale of the decay shorter than all other dynamics in
the problem [146–148]. For the attosecond pulse charaterization, the time scale of the
light-driven dynamics is comparable to or shorter than the decay lifetime. Therefore,
more rigorous theory for treating the CI doubles should be considered.

α δω (eV) ∆ω1 (eV) ∆ωf (eV) Γ (eV) Response time shift
Numerical Eq. 5.65

0 1 7.5 0.625 0.27 93.5 92.67
0 1 7.5 0.625 0.135 47.05 46.53
0 1 7.5 0.625 0.0675 23.55 23.29
100 1 7.5 0.625 0.27 93.7 92.67

Table 5.2: The Comparison of the response time shift between analytical and numerical calcu-
lation with the 2s and 2p with the different decay rate for 2s hole.

In conclusion, with the help of the deep core hole, the error can be reduced to
about 1 order smaller compared to the attosecond streak camera as shown in Fig.
5.7 (c). However, in order to extract the desired signal for a single attosecond pulse
characterization, we still need to study channel-resolved photoelectrons. More precisely,
we need to distinguish between electrons from the unexcited ion (with a 2p hole) and
the excited ion (with a 1s or 2s hole). In practice, this is a major drawback of the
method because the streak camera does not require any form of coincidence detection.
The first coincidence detection schemes combined with attosecond pulses have been
reported recently [149–151], but so far no experiments have been reported where the
state of the ion has been determined separately from the electron.
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Chapter 6
Summery and outlook

This thesis covers the topics related to the light induced core-valance dynamics, including
the detection of the HHG recombination wavepacket dynamics using inner shell hole,
the hole transfer during the tunneling process along the imaginary time, spectral
shearing due to the detuning of the resonant transition, and the comparison between
the two-photon trnasition matrix element in the photoionization induced by the hole
transition and the electron ATI effect.
For the studied HHG spectra produced by a driving IR field combined with XUV

pulses, our numerical method – a 1D-model atom usning TDCIS calculation – shows
good agreement with the semiclassical SFA model on the production of a second plateau
region that maps out the excursion times of electron trajectories driven by the intense
laser field. This extended plateau originates from the recombination of a continuum
electron with an inner shell hole that is generated by XUV-excitation after tunneling
process. The time delay between the XUV pulse and the IR field makes the control
of population transfer between the different ionic states. In the case of a single XUV
attopulse and a few cycle IR pulse, the single resonant XUV pulse can help us to
extract the temporal information of HHG dynamics in the subcycle time-scale, such as
ionization rate (intensity of the interference stripes), and ionization and recombination
time of the classical trajectory (the start and end of the plateaus). In the region of
overlapping attosecond pulse and tunnel ionization time, the plateau as a function of
time delay shows a positive slope that was attributed to modified tunneling time due
to the XUV field. The XUV-interaction can propagate in imaginary time, which is
interpreted as the tunneling process, and induce an additional delay-dependent phase.
We stress that when a perturbative field is added based on the SFA model, how this
field acts on the quantum tunneling region should be investigated. Moreover, in the
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case of using an XUV-APT combined with a flat-top IR field, the second plateau can
be increased. The increase of the plateau reveals out of a coherent accumulation of
the inner-hole occupation in consequent half cycles. We have shown the robustness
of this statement using different phase between successive pulses, and by calculating
the time-dependent population on a two-level system driven by resonant short pulse
train. Our prediction provides an candidate of HHG spectroscopy for resolving both
XUV-driven hole dynamics in attosecond time scale with the use of on table-top HHG
sources and at FEL facilities.

We have proposed a new type of pump-probe scheme that relies on stimulated core-
valence transitions by two narrow-band detuned XUV or x-ray probe fields and a short
XUV pump pulse. To obtain photoelectron spectra, we adopt t-SURFF method to
the multichannel 1D-TDCIS formalism. We emphasize that the channel-coupling term
cannot be neglected in Chapter 3. Here we applied the method to the characterization
of isolated attosecond pulses and we demonstrated the existence of an atomic response
time that gives insight into the nature of the stimulated core-valence transitions. In
particular, for the stimulated 2p � 2s hole transition in neon, we found that the
response time can be approximated by a ratio between electron continuum transitions
and the stimulated hole transition. In practice, the method relies on coincidence
detection of electron and ion, which makes it less efficient than existing techniques
based on IR sources for pulse characterization. Nonetheless, the method is a natural
candidate for future XUV-XUV experiments on table top HHG sources and at FEL
facilities, as it presents away to study XUV-XUV/x-ray processes with short pump
pulse probed by the sharp frequency bandwidth of the probe fields.

Outlook
This XUV-assisted HHG could be applied to detect the hole dynamics driven by

electron correlation. If this core-hole has decayed, the recombination to into the
ground state will not happen and the HHG signal of the second plateau is suppressed.
Therefore, with the variation of the time delay between the XUV and the IR field,
survival probability of the core-hole can be mapped to the intensity of the second plateau.
This HHG spectroscopy is applicable to normal Auger decay as well as other decay
processes without electron emission such as two-hole one-electron configuration [152] or
charge migration in molecules. This scheme is similar to the proposed HHG spectroscopy
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[153] based on XUV-initiated high harmonic generation (XIHHG) [133, 154, 155], in
which the electron is ionized by XUV pulse rather than the strong field tunneling.
Unlike XIHHG, the XUV-assisted HHG presents more theoretical challenge owing to
the quantum tunneling process. The correlation driven dynamics occurs since the
core-hole is generated and should be included into the stationary phase equation, so
this complicates the stationary phase approximation and changes the effective tunneling
time. We can speculate that this correlation effect not only make core-hole depletion
during the valence electron moving in the continuum but also works complicatedly
during the tunneling process.

The proposed scheme STRIDER relies on coincidence detection of electron and the
state of ion. The experiment could be performed with the reaction microscopes [156],
which are used to separate the photoelectron and the ion in space. Then for the first
case with short-lived core-hole such as the 1s hole in neon, the emission of high-energy
Auger electron occurs on a femtosecond scale and converts the singly charged ion to
the doubly charged ion. And then the ions with different charge can be separated by
accelerating them in an electric field. With this proposed experimental scheme, the
discussion about the response time due to the Auger decay effect is no longer important
because we need the singly charged ion with core-hole decays to final doubly charged
ion rather than separate them. For the case of with long-lived hole such as 2s hole in
neon, the decay is dominated by the fluorescence on a nanosecond time scale. The
use of photoelectron-fluorescence coincidence detection [157] can be applied to resolve
different ionic state by comparing the number of fluorescence photon and the singly
charged ion.

Besides atoms, the work we study can be also extended to molecules and solids with
the additional consideration of potential energy surface or band structure. For example,
the HHG phenomena was also discovered in solids [158] using driving IR or terahertz
fields. The spectrum was shown to be different in solid and atomic gases, and the
microscopic understanding for the difference is still ambiguous. The direct comparison
between the HHG from the rare-gas solids, which is considered to a three dimensional
atomic array with only weak bonding, and rare gases were presented recently [159].
The experiment shows that the HHG from rare-gas solids exhibit multiple plateaus
extending well beyond the atomic limit of the corresponding gas-phase harmonics
measured under similar conditions and these structures indicates strong interband
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couplings involving multiple single-particle bands. These interband couplings play
similar rules to the XUV light coupling in atomic case and both of them results in
additional plateau beyond the original cutoff. Our work can provide the potential
control scheme in the solid-state HHG and the theoretical description on the SFA
model in the solid state version.
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